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Essays on Housing and Family Economics

Ahmet Ali Taskin, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisors: Jason Abrevaya
Andrew Glover

This dissertation consists of three essays in Housing and Family Eco-

nomics. In the first chapter, I analyze the interstate migration patterns of

families and the effect of labor force attachment of women on joint migra-

tion decisions. I show that as the earned income of spouses become similar,

the probability of migration falls substantially. This observation is robust in

the sense that 1) it holds even after controlling for a rich set of factors that

are strongly correlated with relative income, 2) it yields qualitatively similar

results when I model the incidence of attrition as another exit, 3) it consis-

tently disappears for the shorter distance moves. I also find that the negative

relationship between income similarity of couples and interstate migration is

especially strong for supposedly more settled families and couples that have

similar labor market characteristics beyond income levels.

In the second chapter, I quantify the contribution of women’s labor

force attachment to the declining trend in interstate migration. I first docu-

ment that for families in which both spouses have similar incomes, the propen-
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sity to migrate is significantly lower than for families with unequal spousal

earnings. I then construct a labor search model in which households make

location, marriage, and divorce decisions. I calibrate the model to match ag-

gregate U.S. statistics on mobility, marriage and labor flows and use it to

quantify the effect of a fall in the gender wage gap on interstate migration.

Narrowing the gender wage gap increases women’s contribution to total fam-

ily income; it induces a higher share of families with both spouses working

and more couples with similar incomes. The model predicts that the observed

change in the gender wage gap accounts for 35% of the drop in family migration

since 1981.

Finally, in the third chapter, I examine the effects of homeownership

on individuals’ unemployment durations in the USA. I take into account that

an unemployment spell can terminate with a job or with a non-participation

transition. The endogeneity of homeownership is adressed through the estima-

tion of a full maximum likelihood function which jointly models the competing

hazards and the probability of being a homeowner. Unobserved factors con-

tributing to the probability of being a homeowner are allowed to be correlated

with unobservable heterogeneity in the hazard rates. Tentative results suggest

that unemployed homeowners are less likely to find a job which is especially

stronger for outright owners. I also find that homeowners’ nonparticipation

hazard does not significantly differ from that of renters’ although having a

mortgage lowers the chance of exiting the labor force.
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Chapter 1

Sorted and Settled: Migration Decisions of

Dual Income Families

1.1 Introduction

Family migration decisions are complicated since they involve potential

effects on employment, earnings and well-being for both spouses. As Mincer

(1978) points out, the family relocates only if the expected gains to one spouse

are high enough to offset any lost value to the other spouse. In particular,

the theory suggests that as the incomes of spouses become similar to one

another, the relative cost of moving rises and it becomes harder for a couple

to relocate. This is especially relevant for the current economy given the

rise in the proportion of dual-earner couples (Raley, Mattingly and Bianchi

(2006)). However, earlier empirical studies favor gender based explanations

of migration rather than this human capital framework (see Tenn (2010) and

Rabe (2011) for a review of earlier results). There is currently little evidence

on the relationship between the rise of dual earner families and migration.

This study makes use of a detailed sample of U.S. families with an em-

phasis on recent years and tests the aforementioned hypothesis of family mi-

gration. Recently there have been some studies on the migration propensities
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of so-called “power” couples where both spouses have college education (Costa

and Kahn (2000), Compton and Pollak (2007)). One would expect a stronger

friction for mobility for these couples since they have similar income expecta-

tions. Zhu and Gan (2011) observes that from 1970s to 2000s the interstate

migration rate of power couples has fallen compared to other families. They

argue that 50 percent of this drop in migration is due to decreasing spousal

earnings difference and decreasing correlation of earnings within a family. We,

on the other hand, directly control for the current earned income of spouses

relative to the total family income as an explanatory pre-move characteris-

tic and use a duration model framework to test whether couples with similar

incomes have lower migration propensities compared to otherwise identical

couples. Throughout the analysis interstate migration is the focus of interest.

We use the Survey of Income and Program Participants (henceforth

SIPP) as a source for migration data1 covering 15 years, and show that mar-

ried couples with similar labor income have the lowest migration propensity.

By doing so we confirm the earlier result by Pingle (2006) who uses the SIPP

1996 and 2001 panels with a similar setup and offers the aforementioned con-

clusion. The present work, in addition, makes use of a longer time horizon

with additional socioeconomic characteristics that are critically related to the

migration decision. We include labor supply variables of extensive and inten-

1It is an alternative panel data source which contains rich socioeconomic characteristics
about households over 3-4 years at the monthly frequency. According to the Census Bureau
the survey “uses a 4-month recall period, with approximately the same number of interviews
being conducted in each month of the 4-month period for each wave.” It is yet underutilized
in the migration literature. Pingle(2006), and Murillo et al (2011) are few exceptions.
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sive margins, we characterize the source of income (i.e. whether the income

is coming from wages or self employment), we use indicators for industries

and the incidence of any transfer payments. We include these labor market

controls for both spouses. We also condition on marital and migration history

characteristics. Moreover, we repeat the migration model on several subgroups

and we also consider close distance mobility.

The results suggest that spousal income similarity is negatively corre-

lated with family migration, though with a smaller magnitude after controlling

for rich set of factors. Controlling for the issue of attrition yields qualitatively

similar results. We observe that this negative relationship is especially strong

for couples that have the same education levels, and work in the same in-

dustry. Longer married couples and homeowner families also have strongly

negative relationship between income similarity and interstate migration. As

a robustness check we consider residential mobility using the same sample of

individuals and show that as the distance moved becomes shorter the dual

income vs migration relationship disappears.

1.2 Data

In this section we provide a brief introduction to the data we use and

describe the main patterns of interstate migration for married individuals.

The formal empirical model is set up in the next section. For the results here

and henceforth we combine the SIPP panels of 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008

which cover roughly 15 years. The main advantage of the SIPP in comparison
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to the CPS is that due to its panel nature it allows us to account for pre-

move characteristics such as employment, housing tenure, marital status etc.

Moreover the SIPP includes a larger sample of households2 with more frequent

information on many economic characteristics in comparison to other panels

such as the PSID and the NLSY.3 The biggest drawback of the SIPP is its well

known attrition problem. According to a recent report from Census Bureau4

at the end of the 4th year (the 12th wave) only 65 percent of the households

could be followed. This amounts to an average 3 percent attrition rate per

wave which is not uniform across waves and/or panels. As it will be clear in

the empirical section this creates complications for migration analysis. The

sheer amount of attrition and inconsistent follow-up efforts over time don’t

allow us to show a time trend similar to the ones that are demonstrated via

CPS. We, instead, demonstrate the basic relationship of income dependence

within a family with migration propensity.

We focus our analysis to civilian working age males who are married

with a spouse present at the beginning of the panel. The age restriction follows

Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (2012), we keep individuals who are older than

18 at the beginning of the panel and don’t hold any college degree at the

end of the panel, or older than 21 and have a college degree at the beginning

of the panel. Furthermore we apply the following restrictions: 1) we drop

21996 SIPP has 37000 households and the sample gets bigger for the subsequent panels.
3Hernandez-Murillo et al (2011) provides a good overview of the SIPP with an emphasis

on interstate migration.
4http://www.census.gov/sipp/usrguide/ch2 nov20.pdf
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individuals residing in Maine, Vermont, South Dakota, North Dakota and

Wyoming since 1996 and 2001 panels do not differentiate them as separate

states, 2) we drop individuals who were not in the initial wave, 3) we drop

individuals who are older than 55 at the beginning of the panel, 4) we drop

individuals who attritted from the sample before the end of 2nd wave since we

extract migration history characteristics from a topical module asked in the

2nd wave. All these exclusions leave us with 43711 individuals. In this section

for description purposes we only use the first 9 waves of the panels.

The main independent variable of interest is the relative share of earned

income within a couple. For reasons laid out in Pingle(2006) we only use earned

income either from wages or self employment. For each couple we create the

wage share as the division of the average male wage to total average wage

of both spouses. In order to reduce month-to-month variation we construct

average wages on a 4 month rolling basis. For description purposes we use

the wage share value at the 4th month of observation. Figure 1.1 describes

the distribution of the average wage share across couples. Slightly less than

30 percent of the families have males as the sole earner whereas close to 10

percent of families have sole female earners. Figure 1.2 shows the 32 month

interstate migration rate of couples as a function of relative wage share. One

striking conclusion from this figure is that couples with similar labor income

have a mobility rate 30 percent lower than the single earner families. This

observation is qualitatively invariant to the education or age characteristics

of the families. Second, the couples have the highest migration propensity
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of Male Wage Share in Married Couples

when there is only one provider in the household. However this observation

has a weaker prediction power for families where the wife is the main provider

because this is seen so rarely. The non-parametric analysis confirms the fam-

ily relocation theory; spousal income compositions play an important role in

family migration decisions. We will test the robustness of this observation in

the next section.

Next, we report descriptive statistics for a subset of the covariates we

use in our analysis at the 4th month of observation, separately for those who

move between states and who stay in their state for the considered period. As

shown in Table 1.1, movers are more likely to be white, younger, educated, a

renter, in metropolitan areas, and to change their marital status. They are

more likely to be power couples (meaning both husband and wife have a col-

lege degree) and have fewer children. The share of dual worker and the share
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Figure 1.2: Mobility Rate by Male Wage Share

of families with positive earners is lower for movers. Since we have migra-

tion history information, we can construct the number of years stayed in the

state since the age of 18.5 This number is significantly smaller for the movers,

demonstrating a negative duration dependence in the sense that, as time spent

in the current state persists the migration probability decreases. Around 33

percent of individuals who did not move from their current state of residence

drop out of the sample before the panel ends. Thus we are classifying some

individuals as stayers simply because we don’t have follow up information

about them. Lastly, the individuals who have gaps in their data (temporary

5The migration history information is provided based on the interview at the end of
the 2nd wave (8th month of observation). Therefore for those who have moved within that
time period the information on years lived in the current state since the age of 18 and the
previous state of residence can be obtained using the earlier observations. For the report of
the covariates in Table 1.1 we simply drop those individuals that make an interstate move
before the 8th month. For the formal estimation we include that group with a consistent
covariate description.
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drop-outs) are more more likely to be movers. This suggests a positive corre-

lation between the probability of interstate migration and the probability of

attrition. Overall the 32 month mobility rate is 3.1 percent. The annualized

mobility rate in our sample is lower than the figures in CPS, however, given

the nature of attrition in the data, it is more likely to be a lower bound.

Selected Characteristics Stayer Mover
black 0.069 0.061
hispanic 0.113 0.079
age 40.96 37.50
basic school 0.114 0.070
high school 0.268 0.183
some college 0.313 0.265
college 0.306 0.482
power couple 0.202 0.336
dual worker 0.714 0.642
dual earner1 0.653 0.577
owner 0.788 0.626
metro 0.764 0.769
marital change 0.044 0.096
kids 1.319 1.281
years in state 19.66 11.22
person gap 0.154 0.294
attrition 0.331 0

Households 42118 1348
1Indicator of positive wage for both spouses excluding families with no income

Table 1.1: Summary statistics at the beginning of the sample period, stayers
and movers
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1.3 Baseline Empirical Model

The previous section demonstrated a remarkable pattern in the rela-

tionship between income similarity of couples and their likelihood of mobility.

However there is a chance that the observed U shape relationship between the

relative income share of males and the respective migration probability is due

to other factors that are correlated with the income similarity and/or migra-

tion probability. We could categorize those factors into socio-demographic,

economic and family history characteristics of individuals and geographic re-

gions. For expositional simplicity we focus on the middle part of the U curve

vs the tails of the U curve. Henceforth we construct an indicator of dual

income that describes whether the couples are earning similar wages. More

specifically, the dual income index takes value of 1 if the wage of the low

earner spouse is bigger than 60% of the wage of the high earner spouse.6 The

effect of the dual index together with the rest of the controls is estimated in a

semi-parametric duration model of the following form:

log hi(t) = log h(t) + αdit + βXit + θLit + γMit + δSit + εit (1.3.1)

Here hit is the mobility hazard of the individual, where ht is the baseline

hazard which is estimated non-parametrically. dit is our main variable of

interest, dual index, based on the 4 month rolling average wage information of

both spouses. Xit is a vector of social and demographic control variables such

6This corresponds to the middle 25% of the overall wage share scale. One could get
qualitatively similar results by increasing/decreasing the range of the dual index at small
margins.
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as age, race, education, number of kids in the family, whether the individual

lives in a metropolitan area, etc. Lit includes labor market variables of the

person and the spouse such as whether the person (or the spouse) participates

to the labor force on that month, whether he is employed, whether he receives

income within the last 4 months, total earned income in a family as an average

of the last 4 months, whether there are any transfer payments received, and

the interaction of labor force and employment statuses. A majority of these

variables change from one month to another. Mit includes information about

migration and marriage history such as year spent in that state, years into

marriage, number of marriages, whether there is a change in marital status.

Sit incorporates state fixed effects and some state specific time varying factors.

Using the retrospective residence questions we are able extract information

about the current and previous states of the individual as well as the state of

birth. We also include time varying factors that are potentially related with

migration on an aggregate level such as unemployment rate, homeownership

rate, house prices, population (in logs) and per capita income by state. Lastly

since we pool over 4 separate panels we also include panel dummies in all

regressions. An exhaustive list of variables with corresponding descriptions is

given in Appendix.

1.3.1 Results

In order to establish the robustness of our main variable, “dual index”,

we run 4 separate regressions. Restricted with data availability on migration

10



history variables we initiate the model at the 8th month of observation. For

consistency we require that the individual is married with spouse present at

the 8th month. We first start with a naive setup that only includes demo-

graphic controls. The first two columns in Table 1.3 report the coefficient and

the standard error estimates of the baseline model with demographic controls.

If we assume that only demographic factors effect mobility, then the results

suggest that couples with similar incomes have a 40 percent lower migration

probability. Observe that this is comparable with the graphical representation

of the raw data. The demographics in general have economically meaningful

relationships with migration: black and hispanic couples have lower migra-

tion rates than white couples and much of this relationship comes from the

same race families, homeowners are less likely to move, migration is higher

for educated households which is especially stronger for the power couples,

living in metropolitan areas has a positive effect on migration. Conditional on

other factors age is not a strong predictor of migration, the age composition

of spouses typically offset each other. For other types of family commitments

we control for number of children below 18 in the household and number of

family members in the household at the month of observation. Having a child

does not have a significant effect whereas having an additional family member

reduces the migration probability. The number of years stayed in the state

of current residence is a very strong predictor of migration propensity. The

negative sign on the coefficient implies that the households are less likely to

make an interstate move as the duration of stay becomes longer. Finally we

11



also control for other types of demographic sorting besides income similarity;

same race non-white couples experience a lower migration, if the couples do

not have college education then having same education reduces the migration

propensity, however being a similar age couple does not have an effect on

mobility.

The second column reports the results that include economic variables.

Here we control for both spouse’s labor market variables. The coefficients on

the spouse usually have the same sign but with varying magnitudes and lower

significance levels. Participating the labor force alone does not significantly

alter the mobility decision, however if the person is employed or if the spouse

is employed then the migration probability is substantially smaller. We also

look at the family labor income where we identify the intensive margin sepa-

rately: the couple is more likely to move if labor income of either spouse at

any point in time is greater than zero, on the other hand conditional on having

a positive income we observe that the larger the family income the smaller the

migration propensity. This points out a discontinuous relationship between

family income and migration. When we include positive earnings indicators

for each spouses as well as the relative share of income, the interaction vari-

ables on labor force participation, employment and positive earnings do not

have a significant effect. Households receiving any sort of transfer payment

have lower migration propensity. Families with self employed spouses have

higher migration propensity, however that effect becomes smaller as the the

share of income earned by self-employment gets bigger. Having a positive

12



property income slightly increases migration probability.7 Finally spouses be-

ing in the same industry or occupation have positive effect on migration but

this is often insignificant especially for same occupation couples. As far as our

main variable is concerned, the magnitude and the significance of the coeffi-

cient is reduced by a half. This is not surprising because we are controlling

for many factors that are highly correlated with the income similarity index.

However the fact that we still have a strong and significant effect points out

an important relationship.

In the third column we append new set of factors related to the mi-

gration and marriage history of the individual. Since years in a state is re-

lated to duration dependence, we include that in every specification. Here

we have higher mobility for people who married more than once, people who

have changes in their marital status during the sample period, individuals who

have gaps in their sample, and households who are reported to move more than

once during the sample period. The couples who have been married for more

years also have a higher migration propensity although the effect is negligibly

small and insignificant. The effect of school enrollment ought to be thought

in two steps: We know that education is a common reason for mobility, for

that reason we control for the fact that whether the person is ever enrolled to

a school during the sample period and we also control the current enrollment

status for both spouses. We see that the couples who are enrolled in a school

7Including an intensive margin for the property income produces qualitatively similar
results with labor income which suggests a non-linear relationship between wealth and mi-
gration as observed in McHenry (2012).
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at the time of observation is less likely to make an interstate move whereas

their enrollment possibility over the sample period increases the likelihood of

migration. Living at the state of birth which captures some extent of prefer-

ence heterogeneity has a strong negative effect on interstate migration. For our

main variable the coefficient becomes mildly bigger with a similar significance.

We add a final set of variables that consist of state fixed effects and

some time varying state covariates that are expected to be correlated with the

migration probability. One thing we haven’t yet addressed is the left censor-

ing problem: due to data unavailability we don’t initiate the estimation at the

exact time that the couple starts living in their current state. We are bounded

by the first observation date of the covariates. However, unlike unemployment

spells the incidence of migration is not an absorbing exit. Wherever the in-

dividuals move they will still be part of the sample. Consider a family who

moved from California to Texas one year before the sample period. When

the panel starts we will have them in our sample as a resident of Texas and

they will be followed to see whether they are going to make another inter-

state move.8 For this reason, we don’t have a sample selection issue as in

unemployment duration models. Nonetheless we observe a strong duration

dependence relationship suggesting a potential omitted variable bias. To rem-

edy that problem we include dummies of previous state of residence and the

state of birth as well as the current state of residence. Column 4 shows the

8In fact for those families who move before the 8th month of observation we make use
of that information.
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results for our “ideal” estimation. Surprisingly state homeownership rate is

positively correlated with migration propensity. The rest of the local time

varying factors do not have significant effects on migration. The coefficient

on the dual income index becomes -0.181 slightly less than a half of the first

regression with just demographics.

The majority of the demographics have qualitatively similar effects on

migration propensity as we have additional set of controls. However they usu-

ally have lower significance. Out of these demographics housing tenure, family

size, years stayed in a state and school enrollment still have strong effects on

migration. Interestingly whether the individual is married with spouse present

has a positive effect on migration in the last regression whereas it was close

zero with no significance in the original estimation. One should think of this

together with the over the sample change in marital status indicator where

the effects virtually cancel each other for those individuals who get separated

from their spouses.

1.3.2 Empirical Model with Attrition

Up until now we have been agnostic about the problem of attrition.

A simple snapshot of the data reveals that the attrition rate in a panel is

almost an order of magnitude larger than the migration rate. Moreover, we

know that relocation is a common reason for attrition. In the baseline model

we treat individuals who dropped out of the sample as non-movers simply

because we don’t have follow up information about them. We would like to
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have a model where we allow the possibility that at least some of the attritted

families make an interstate move. One simple way to analyze this is to assume

that all the attrition results from an interstate move. Although this is a strong

assumption, as long as the people who drop out of the sample and make an

interstate move have similar characteristics with the rest of the drop-out group

we should get meaningful results.

We repeat the same set of regressions with the exit specification where

attrition is also assumed to be an interstate move. Table 1.4 describes the

results. Strikingly the results are comparable to those we get without ac-

counting for attrition. Our main variable has a smaller coefficient but follows

a very similar trajectory from -0.089 in the first regression to -0.052 in the

last. This is not surprising since we expanded the probability of moves by an

order of magnitude in which most of the outcomes are not actually interstate

moves. Therefore having a similar income reduces the mobility only around

5 percent which is still a substantial effect given that on average more than

35 percent of the sample is assumed to move between states. For the rest of

the variables we only mention the results if they have significantly opposite

conclusions from the former estimation. We have higher mobility for bigger

families, however number of kids reduce the mobility. Having a property in-

come is associated with lower mobility, current school enrollment increases the

mobility whereas ever enrollment indicator decreases it, marital change and

being married with spouse present have negative effects on mobility suggesting

that more stable households are less likely to be dropped out sample. Similarly
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years of marriage is also negatively correlated with migration. Interestingly,

local economic conditions have more meaningful and significant results in this

estimation. Individuals that live in states with higher unemployment rates,

lower homeownership rates, lower population, higher home price and higher

per capita income are associated with higher migration propensities.

1.3.2.1 Competing Risk Model

Now we turn into a more formal treatment of attrition. The fact that

we don’t observe the individual after the attrition might bias our estimates of

the migration hazard. Hence we need a framework that addresses the incidence

of attrition and migration jointly. Here we follow Fine and Gray (1999) and

introduce a competing risk framework. The model is still a semi-parametric

hazard estimation like the previous section, however instead of having one

baseline hazard we specify 2 baseline subhazards for migration and attrition

where subhazards are allowed to be correlated.

For computational reasons we only make use of the covariates from

the initial month of estimation. Arguably this would reduce the predictive

power of the estimates since the main labor market variables change monthly.

In order to have a sense of the new setup we repeat the original single risk

regression with time invariant covariates specified at the first month of the

spell. Table 1.5 reports the estimates of the main variable of interest for the

4 set of regressions we did in the previous section. The first line lists the

coefficient of dual index variable. The coefficient on the regression with only
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demographics reduced by a half compared with the time variant covariates

framework. The rest of the regressions (columns 2-4) yield mildly smaller

estimates for the dual index variable. In the final regression the effect of

being a dual income couple is reduced to -0.147 which is still significant at

the 5% level. In the second line we report the estimates from the competing

risk model. Here we see negligibly smaller coefficients compared to the single

risk framework without time varying factors. Therefore we conclude that the

estimates reported in the previous section are robust to different empirical

specifications, however the magnitude and the significance of the estimates do

vary.

1.3.3 Interaction Effects

What type of families face dual income ties as a binding constraint in

migration decision? To identify the main groups that generates the negative

relationship between income similarity and migration propensity we run sepa-

rate regressions on selected subgroups and report the effect of income similarity

in Table 1.6.9 In each regression we use the covariates in the final specification

(4) as introduced in the main empirical model. Hence we take -0.181 as a

reference coefficient for dual income index. Table 1.6 shows that non-white

couples has a negative relationship between income similarity and migration

propensity, which becomes considerably smaller and slightly insignificant for

9For each subgroup we use value of the variable in the first month of observation as a
classifier.
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white couples. Aging restrictions does not change the relationship, however

income similarity has a stronger effect for the couples with longer marriage

history. Along the same lines homeowner couples also exhibit a strong decline

in migration propensity if they have similar income. This might be because of

the fact that job related migration typically favors one spouse more than the

other and as the couples become more settled in their marriage and the place

of residence, they are less inclined to experience such a change. On the other

hand, couples that have a child or live in a metropolitan area experience dual

income tying similar in magnitude compared to overall relationship.

As we have stressed before, other types of assortative matching patterns

might get interacted with income similarity. For instance the coefficient on

couples with same education levels at the beginning of the sample period is

-0.316, strongly negative and considerably bigger than the overall effect, -

0.181. The relationship becomes even stronger for the power couples. Notice

that in the previous section we observed that power couples are the most

mobile family type. We see a similar trend in same industry couples: they are

more mobile than otherwise identical families, however they have a strongly

negative relationship between income similarity and migration propensity.10

However as in previous section we do not have a clear conclusion for the same

occupation couples.

10This also has a quantitative importance for the couples that work in the same industry
since the share of similar income couples is 46% for that group, almost twice as large as the
share in overall population.
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1.3.4 Residential Mobility

One easy way to test the robustness of the income similarity and la-

bor mobility relationship is to check the extent that it exists in other types

of mobility. Previous literature has argued that movements within a county

could be explained by factors beyond the dynamics of the labor market (Mol-

loy, Smith and Wozniak, 2013). In fact Census estimates suggest that in 2010

for those people who move within county only 10% of them cited the main

reason for move as job related reason whereas the same number is above 30%

for intercounty movers.11 Therefore we expect the relative income and migra-

tion relationship to disappear if we focus on close distance moves. Although

the SIPP does not identify the location of the household beyond the state

of residence12 it provides information about the unique address of households

allowing us to observe whether there is a residential change. Here residential

mobility captures both within and between labor market mobility. The extent

to which we could identify these two types of moves, we are able to test the

validity of our hypothesis.

Table 1.2 describes the main pattern of residential mobility in our sam-

ple. Here we see that over 20% of the households change residence over the

course of 3-4 years, and almost 6% of those households experience more than

11http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/tables/12s0031.pdf
12For the 1996 and 2001 panels a big portion of the Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA)

are identified, however this does not extend to the further panels. Pingle(2006) tests the
relative income theory on between MSA mobility and obtain similar results compared to
interstate mobility with lower significance.
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Mobility Characteristics Observations Share
Address change 9419 0.217
Multiple address change 2489 0.057
State Change 1507 0.035
Attrition 12702 0.293

Households 43421 1.000

Table 1.2: Residential Mobility Characteristics

one address change. Notice that multiple address change alone is greater than

the overall interstate mobility figures which is around 3.5%. Although the

amount of attrition is even greater in the sample, it is almost mutually exclu-

sive with the address change, only 408 people eventually drop out of sample

after reporting a residential change. However this does not reduce the pos-

sibility that a considerable portion of attrition is due to short/long distance

address changes. For that reason we will exploit the competing nature of

attrition for the address change hazard as we did in interstate migration.

We use the benchmark semi-parametric duration model introduced in

the previous section for address change hazard. Unlike previous section where

we follow individuals until the first interstate move, here we keep the families

who change addresses and treat them as a separate spell as long as the family

moves together. Since residential mobility is well captured by main demo-

graphic characteristics we do 2 regressions where the former only includes the

main variable of interest, dual income index, and the latter includes the family

demographics described in column (1) of the main results table.

Table 1.7 columns (1A-1B) provide estimates for the dual income index
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with every address change including the interstate moves. The first row shows

that for the time variant covariates, the coefficient on dual index moves from -

0.135 to -0.039 as we add demographic characteristics to the regression(column

1A to column 1B). This observation is consistent for any type of specification

listed in this section. When we include the attrition as a competing hazard

(with time invariant covariates as in previous section), the effect of income

similarity becomes slightly smaller and with demographic characteristics it

virtually goes away.

One would argue that this small but still negative relationship between

income similarity and residential mobility comes from the fact that around

10% of address changes includes a state change as well. For that reason we

repeat the same regressions treating interstate moves as a separate exit. As

shown in Table 1.7 columns (2A-2B), when we exclude the interstate moves

from the overall residential changes the effect of dual index becomes even

smaller, a consistent fact for every specification. In the case where we model

interstate move and attrition as competing risks the coefficient even takes a

slight positive turn.

Here we confirm that the relationship between income similarity and

interstate migration is a labor mobility phenomenon, it simply disappears for

the closer distance moves. The residential mobility is mostly explained by the

demographic factors, excluding interstate changes and allowing for alternative

competing risks substantially effect the relationship. For estimates unreported

here we do the same analysis with single spell characterization (i.e. we only
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follow the family until the first address change) and observe that in the single

address change specification the estimates are even smaller in magnitude. This

is not surprising because on average multiple address change is associated with

a higher likelihood of interstate mobility, for couples who moved more than

once during the span of the panel, 18% of the moves include a state change

whereas this share is 13% for one time movers.

1.4 Conclusion

This paper establishes a robust relationship between the income sim-

ilarity of couples and their interstate migration propensities. We show that

similar income couples have substantially lower migration rates than families

where most of the income is earned by one spouse. This is true after condi-

tioning on several socio-demographic, economic and marriage and migration

history related indicators as well as state controls. This result is unchanged if

we only make use of the first month of observation for the covariates and is

also robust to other empirical specifications such as the incidence of attrition.

Considering a more general framework that captures a detailed U shape rela-

tionship between the relative wage share in a family and migration propensity

still yields similar results with lower significance as we increase the precision

of the variable of interest.

We show that the negative relationship between income similarity of

couples and migration propensity is stronger for more settled families such

as homeowners and longer married couples. We also see stronger effect for
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couples with same education and for couples that work in the same industry

pointing out that as couples become more similar in other aspects related to

labor market, the effect of income similarity on migration tends to amplify.

The exercise with residential mobility shows that it is the labor mobility where

couples’ relative income play an important role, and this effect fades away for

the closer distance moves. We know that the U.S. economy has shifted towards

more equal earnings for both genders and this has caused spousal earnings

differences to wane. The natural follow up for this result is to establish a

model that captures the relationship between the change in the gender earnings

difference and overall interstate migration.
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Table 1.3: Estimation results: Baseline Mobility Model

(1) (2) (3) (4)
coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.

dual index -0.401 (0.067) -0.180 (0.076) -0.203 (0.076) -0.181 (0.076)
black -0.042 (0.287) -0.077 (0.288) -0.053 (0.296) -0.133 (0.298)
hispanic 0.109 (0.298) 0.091 (0.299) -0.001 (0.296) 0.145 (0.308)
black sp 0.809 (0.397) 0.848 (0.402) 0.824 (0.402) 0.828 (0.425)
hispanic sp 0.267 (0.330) 0.286 (0.332) 0.363 (0.333) 0.402 (0.342)
same race -0.895 (0.306) -0.875 (0.308) -0.676 (0.309) -0.588 (0.319)
same white 0.945 (0.583) 0.934 (0.587) 0.881 (0.584) 0.837 (0.604)
age 25-29 0.368 (0.139) 0.411 (0.140) 0.564 (0.145) 0.590 (0.147)
age 30-39 0.479 (0.152) 0.537 (0.153) 0.564 (0.162) 0.636 (0.165)
age 40-49 0.419 (0.173) 0.481 (0.173) 0.436 (0.189) 0.506 (0.193)
age 50+ 0.383 (0.201) 0.413 (0.202) 0.279 (0.227) 0.371 (0.231)
age 25-29 sp -0.221 (0.111) -0.215 (0.112) -0.245 (0.115) -0.258 (0.116)
age 30-39 sp -0.384 (0.122) -0.372 (0.123) -0.397 (0.127) -0.401 (0.129)
age 40-49 sp -0.388 (0.146) -0.368 (0.147) -0.465 (0.152) -0.501 (0.154)
age 50+ sp -0.077 (0.181) -0.122 (0.182) -0.217 (0.190) -0.311 (0.193)
same age 0.015 (0.070) 0.023 (0.071) 0.105 (0.074) 0.064 (0.075)
high sch. 0.201 (0.125) 0.222 (0.125) 0.109 (0.126) 0.096 (0.128)
some coll. 0.343 (0.126) 0.325 (0.128) 0.191 (0.128) 0.181 (0.130)
college 0.648 (0.141) 0.614 (0.148) 0.490 (0.149) 0.543 (0.152)
high sch sp -0.054 (0.129) 0.007 (0.130) 0.103 (0.131) -0.007 (0.133)
some coll sp 0.364 (0.126) 0.447 (0.128) 0.433 (0.130) 0.321 (0.132)
college sp 0.083 (0.163) 0.210 (0.167) 0.363 (0.169) 0.321 (0.171)
same educ. -0.170 (0.081) -0.159 (0.081) -0.136 (0.082) -0.104 (0.083)
power 0.422 (0.186) 0.366 (0.187) 0.250 (0.189) 0.162 (0.191)
owner -0.772 (0.054) -0.705 (0.055) -0.611 (0.056) -0.712 (0.058)
no. of kids 0.054 (0.053) 0.056 (0.053) 0.064 (0.054) 0.044 (0.055)
family size -0.101 (0.048) -0.108 (0.048) -0.097 (0.049) -0.098 (0.050)
metro 0.178 (0.052) 0.193 (0.052) 0.187 (0.053) 0.030 (0.066)
married -0.024 (0.342) 0.060 (0.347) 0.620 (0.364) 0.794 (0.374)
enroll -0.082 (0.124) -0.172 (0.126) -0.423 (0.142) -0.486 (0.146)
enroll sp -0.174 (0.112) -0.229 (0.113) -0.263 (0.126) -0.257 (0.127)
yrs. in state -0.080 (0.003) -0.077 (0.003) -0.061 (0.004) -0.062 (0.004)
panel 01 -0.101 (0.079) -0.148 (0.079) -0.001 (0.080) -0.113 (0.234)
panel 04 0.139 (0.067) 0.135 (0.068) 0.111 (0.069) -0.061 (0.300)
panel 08 -0.168 (0.076) -0.208 (0.078) -0.091 (0.080) -0.267 (0.519)
labor -0.064 (0.206) 0.057 (0.209) -0.010 (0.212)
employed -1.023 (0.177) -0.825 (0.179) -0.768 (0.180)
labor sp -0.316 (0.270) -0.163 (0.274) -0.226 (0.278)
employed sp -0.986 (0.234) -0.699 (0.237) -0.713 (0.240)
labor jnt 0.240 (0.261) 0.138 (0.266) 0.172 (0.270)

Continued on next page
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Table 1.3 – Continued from previous page
(1) (2) (3) (4)

coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.
employed jnt -0.165 (0.224) -0.295 (0.225) -0.307 (0.228)
log fam. wage -0.083 (0.039) -0.047 (0.038) -0.079 (0.038)
no fam. wage -0.624 (0.321) -0.268 (0.307) -0.527 (0.311)
no wage -0.624 (0.164) -0.661 (0.164) -0.625 (0.165)
no wage sp -0.629 (0.108) -0.518 (0.108) -0.545 (0.108)
transfer -0.998 (0.346) -0.698 (0.345) -0.696 (0.347)
transfer sp 0.009 (0.172) 0.068 (0.172) 0.040 (0.173)
self 0.314 (0.181) 0.369 (0.177) 0.338 (0.177)
self sp 0.934 (0.176) 0.807 (0.171) 0.762 (0.170)
self share -0.555 (0.203) -0.608 (0.198) -0.537 (0.200)
self share sp -0.703 (0.215) -0.697 (0.208) -0.713 (0.207)
property 0.100 (0.062) 0.194 (0.063) 0.149 (0.064)
same ind. 0.150 (0.081) 0.158 (0.082) 0.187 (0.082)
same occ. 0.017 (0.084) 0.011 (0.085) 0.038 (0.086)
exmar 0.278 (0.056) 0.231 (0.058)
yrs. in mar. 0.009 (0.005) 0.009 (0.006)
mar. change 0.771 (0.101) 0.781 (0.104)
person gap 0.502 (0.058) 0.547 (0.059)
multiple 3.259 (0.119) 3.328 (0.127)
state return 0.106 (0.149) 0.187 (0.160)
ever enroll 0.130 (0.078) 0.102 (0.080)
ever enroll sp 0.136 (0.074) 0.138 (0.075)
homie -0.354 (0.068) -0.473 (0.072)
unemp. rate 0.011 (0.032)
home rate 4.522 (2.244)
log popul. 0.280 (0.814)
log income -0.333 (1.013)
log price 0.280 (0.329)

Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 1.4: Estimation results: Mobility with Attrition

(1) (2) (3) (4)
coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.

dual index -0.089 (0.019) -0.049 (0.021) -0.051 (0.021) -0.052 (0.021)
black 0.050 (0.097) 0.024 (0.098) 0.046 (0.098) 0.058 (0.098)
hispanic 0.030 (0.105) 0.013 (0.105) -0.002 (0.106) 0.043 (0.107)
black sp 0.19 (0.144) 0.174 (0.144) 0.182 (0.146) 0.236 (0.147)
hispanic sp 0.023 (0.115) 0.011 (0.115) 0.044 (0.116) 0.107 (0.117)
same race -0.178 (0.110) -0.163 (0.111) -0.150 (0.112) -0.155 (0.112)
same white 0.170 (0.204) 0.137 (0.205) 0.152 (0.206) 0.198 (0.207)
age 25-29 0.036 (0.053) 0.042 (0.053) 0.031 (0.053) 0.036 (0.053)
age 30-39 -0.014 (0.056) -0.004 (0.056) -0.014 (0.057) -0.014 (0.057)
age 40-49 0.015 (0.062) 0.024 (0.061) 0.018 (0.064) 0.006 (0.064)
age 50+ 0.009 (0.067) 0.010 (0.067) 0.007 (0.072) -0.014 (0.073)
age 25-29 sp -0.110 (0.044) -0.106 (0.044) -0.117 (0.044) -0.121 (0.044)
age 30-39 sp -0.123 (0.046) -0.119 (0.046) -0.145 (0.047) -0.148 (0.047)
age 40-49 sp -0.122 (0.051) -0.119 (0.051) -0.146 (0.052) -0.155 (0.052)
age 50+ sp -0.136 (0.059) -0.137 (0.059) -0.162 (0.060) -0.173 (0.060)
same age -0.002 (0.021) 0.003 (0.021) 0.021 (0.022) 0.018 (0.022)
high sch. 0.027 (0.032) 0.038 (0.032) 0.040 (0.032) 0.040 (0.032)
some coll. -0.009 (0.033) 0.003 (0.033) 0.011 (0.033) 0.007 (0.034)
college 0.021 (0.040) 0.049 (0.042) 0.057 (0.042) 0.059 (0.042)
high sch. sp 0.054 (0.034) 0.061 (0.035) 0.061 (0.035) 0.069 (0.035)
some coll. sp 0.045 (0.035) 0.054 (0.036) 0.056 (0.036) 0.062 (0.036)
college sp 0.023 (0.044) 0.041 (0.046) 0.050 (0.046) 0.069 (0.046)
same educ. -0.013 (0.021) -0.009 (0.021) -0.008 (0.021) -0.006 (0.021)
power -0.003 (0.053) -0.009 (0.053) -0.026 (0.053) -0.051 (0.053)
owner -0.278 (0.020) -0.259 (0.021) -0.254 (0.021) -0.256 (0.021)
no. of kids -0.075 (0.014) -0.074 (0.013) -0.080 (0.014) -0.086 (0.014)
family size 0.026 (0.012) 0.025 (0.012) 0.031 (0.012) 0.035 (0.012)
metro -0.025 (0.016) -0.023 (0.017) -0.017 (0.017) -0.090 (0.020)
yrs. in state -0.013 (0.001) -0.013 (0.001) -0.011 (0.001) -0.010 (0.001)
married -0.108 (0.116) -0.094 (0.117) -0.858 (0.139) -0.884 (0.139)
enroll -0.114 (0.050) -0.133 (0.050) 0.041 (0.057) 0.057 (0.057)
enroll sp -0.069 (0.040) -0.071 (0.040) 0.174 (0.046) 0.175 (0.046)
panel 01 -0.259 (0.0301) -0.266 (0.030) -0.277 (0.030) -0.746 (0.080)
panel 04 0.975 (0.021) 0.972 (0.022) 0.951 (0.022) 0.192 (0.102)
panel 08 0.112 (0.026) 0.096 (0.027) 0.074 (0.027) -1.129 (0.173)
labor 0.092 (0.087) 0.091 (0.087) 0.082 (0.087)
employed -0.289 (0.081) -0.277 (0.081) -0.267 (0.081)
labor sp 0.141 (0.104) 0.136 (0.104) 0.131 (0.105)
employed sp -0.284 (0.098) -0.254 (0.099) -0.246 (0.099)
labor jnt -0.062 (0.102) -0.039 (0.102) -0.036 (0.102)

Continued on next page
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Table 1.4 – Continued from previous page
(1) (2) (3) (4)

coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.
employed jnt 0.108 (0.093) 0.089 (0.093) 0.086 (0.094)
log fam. wage -0.030 (0.013) -0.032 (0.013) -0.044 (0.013)
no fam. wage -0.255 (0.107) -0.255 (0.107) -0.340 (0.107)
no wage 0.001 (0.059) -0.002 (0.059) -0.011 (0.059)
no wage sp -0.043 (0.045) -0.041 (0.046) -0.030 (0.046)
transfer -0.221 (0.080) -0.201 (0.080) -0.199 (0.081)
transfer sp 0.011 (0.055) 0.009 (0.055) 0.001 (0.055)
self 0.108 (0.056) 0.091 (0.059) 0.090 (0.059)
self sp 0.111 (0.060) 0.098 (0.060) 0.083 (0.060)
self share -0.038 (0.063) -0.027 (0.063) -0.024 (0.063)
self share sp -0.044 (0.070) -0.049 (0.070) -0.041 (0.070)
property -0.033 (0.019) -0.028 (0.019) -0.053 (0.019)
same ind. 0.028 (0.026) 0.025 (0.026) 0.027 (0.026)
same occ. -0.012 (0.026) -0.020 (0.026) -0.023 (0.026)
exmar 0.026 (0.018) 0.028 (0.018)
yrs. in mar. -0.004 (0.001) -0.003 (0.001)
mar. change -0.791 (0.075) -0.791 (0.075)
person gap -0.010 (0.020) -0.018 (0.020)
multiple 2.003 (0.106) 2.065 (0.108)
state return -0.044 (0.143) -0.048 (0.145)
ever enroll -0.208 (0.031) -0.219 (0.031)
ever enroll sp -0.264 (0.027) -0.273 (0.028)
homie -0.049 (0.020) -0.041 (0.023)
unemp. rate 0.046 (0.011)
home rate -4.175 (0.702)
log popul. -2.115 (0.301)
log income 1.595 (0.347)
log price 0.973 (0.098)

Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 1.5: Estimation results: Time Invariant Regression

(1) (2) (3) (4)
coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.

single risk -0.211 (0.062) -0.131 (0.071) -0.141 (0.071) -0.147 (0.072)
model

competing -0.192 (0.062) -0.115 (0.071) -0.130 (0.071) -0.135 (0.072)
risk model

Reported estimates are the coefficients of the variable dual index

Table 1.6: Estimation Results: The Effect of Dual Income Index
on Selected Subgroups

Subgroups Coefficient Standard Error
same white -0.152 (0.0834)
same non-white -0.502 (0.2590)
age 40 above -0.115 (0.1292)
age 30 below -0.228 (0.1583)
same age -0.230 (0.0840)
college -0.331 (0.1131)
high school 0.005 (0.1616)
same educ -0.316 (0.0993)
power -0.382 (0.1322)
metro -0.192 (0.0866)
have kids -0.212 (0.1330)
owner -0.300 (0.0981)
married less than 6 years1 -0.131 (0.1109)
married more than 19 years(1) -0.511 (0.2301)
same industry -0.303 (0.1314)
same occupation -0.145 (0.1386)
1Corresponds to bottom (top) quartile of married couples
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Table 1.7: Estimation results: Residential Mobility

1)With Interstate Migration 2)Without Interstate Migration
(1A) (1B) (2A) (2B)

coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.
single risk1 -0.135 (0.022) -0.039 (0.023) -0.079 (0.024) 0.028 (0.025)
single risk2 -0.122 (0.022) -0.046 (0.023) -0.099 (0.024) -0.015 (0.025)
comp. risk2 -0.108 (0.022) -0.025 (0.023) -0.080 (0.023) 0.012 (0.025)

Reported estimates are the coefficients of the variable dual index
1Time variant regressors
2Time invariant regressors
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Chapter 2

Dual Income Couples and Interstate

Migration1

2.1 Introduction

In recent decades US households have experienced a dramatic decline in

their mobility patterns. It is well documented that geographic mobility by all

measures has fallen substantially over the past 30 years.2 The drop is sharper

for longer distance moves (i.e. interstate migration), which are typically more

related to the labor market,3 and it does not follow cyclical changes in the

economy, but rather follows a secular trend.4 This observation is not just

confined to frequency of moves. Lifetime migration (i.e. whether a person

leaves their state of birth) has reversed course in the 2000s by declining for

the first time since 1940.5

How much of this decline can be explained by the increase in women’s

1This chapter is drawn from joint work with Bulent Guler. My contribution to this
project include compiling the data for the empirical exercise, performing the empirical anal-
ysis, identifying the data moments and calibrating the model parameters. Bulent Guler
collaborated on modeling the quantitative framework and computing the model.

2See Frey (2009) for a general discussion.
3The rate of annual gross interstate migration has fallen by about half since the early

90s.
4Molloy, Smith and Wozniak (2011), Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (forthcoming).
5Molloy, Smith and Wozniak (2011).
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job prospects? In this paper, we establish a novel relationship between the

change in women’s labor force attachment and family migration, and propose

a simple mechanism through which the increase in women’s labor force attach-

ment can explain the decline in interstate migration. We follow Mincer (1978)

and argue that as the intra household income difference between spouses gets

smaller, the choice of relocation faces more frictions as both partners pursue

their job opportunities.

Using household level data from 1996 to 2011 we show that families

with similar income spouses have substantially lower migration rates than

families where most of the income is earned by one spouse. Strikingly we

obtain a U shaped relationship between the male’s share of income and mi-

gration propensity, and this observation is robust to conditioning on a rich set

of controls that include household level demographic, economic, marriage and

migration related indicators. Next, we observe that from 1981 to 2012 fami-

lies with both spouses working (i.e. dual earners) experience a sharper drop

in migration than the families with one working spouse (i.e. single earners).

We argue that shrinking gender wage gap leads to higher fraction of families

with dual earner spouses and more similar income couples within dual earner

families. We study the implications of this trend in gender wage gap on migra-

tion by developing a quantitative model of marriage and labor markets with

multiple locations.

We present a framework where ex ante identical individuals (males and

females) receive job offers from multiple locations and make decisions about
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marriage and divorce. Single individuals, employed or unemployed, search for

jobs in both their city of current residence and in other cities. There is a gender

gap in job offers, on average males receive higher wage offers. Upon accepting

an offer from an outside location, individuals have to move to that location

and pay a one time moving cost. For families there is also an indirect cost for

outside jobs: in order for a family to accept an offer and move, the spouse who

does not receive an offer has to quit their job and become unemployed in the

other city. In the model family migration decreases as the gender earnings gap

declines because wives have a higher opportunity cost to moving. It becomes

less likely for a spouse to receive a job offer high enough to compensate for the

job loss of the partner.

We calibrate our model to the economy of the 2000s and match ag-

gregate U.S. statistics on mobility, marriage and labor flows. The calibrated

model has consistent predictions for the migration rates of dual and single

earner families. We then run the following counterfactual exercise to address

the contribution of women’s labor force attachment to interstate migration:

Change the mean wage offer distribution for females to a value that reflects

the gender gap of 1970s while keeping the rest of the parameters at the bench-

mark calibration.

When we compare family migration in the counterfactual economy with

the benchmark specification we establish two distinct findings that contribute

to the final result: First we have a higher share of single earner families and

fewer dual earner families in the counterfactual economy. This is simply due
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to change in the gender wage gap, with women having fewer job offers that

are better than their home production values. Since single earner families

have higher mobility overall, we have higher overall mobility due to this com-

positional change. We label this as the “compositional effect”. Second, in

the counterfactual economy, migration rates of both single and dual earner

families are higher. The change in migration for dual earners is bigger in

relative terms, consistent with the data. The higher migration for each type

of family in the counterfactual economy is due to differential changes in the

type of moves within a family: Although a lower gender wage gap increases

the propensity of family migration due to wives’ job prospects, it reduces the

migration generated by job offers coming to husbands. Since the majority of

family moves are generated by job offers received by husbands, the change in

male generated moves dominates the change in female generated moves. We

label this as the “within group effect”.

In the baseline model we take the distribution of married and single

agents as given by setting the marriage and divorce choice exogenously. We

find that the model with exogenous marriage and divorce produces a 0.25

percentage point change in family migration which corresponds to 35% of

the observed drop in family migration between 1981 to 2012. Compositional

changes in the type of earners contribute 72% of the total change of family

migration in the model and the rest of the change is due to changes in migration

within dual and single earner families.
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Related Literature A few recent papers address the secular decline in in-

terstate migration. Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (2013) argue against a less

efficient US economy. They claim that the occupational mix of jobs offered

in different regions has become more uniform, and with rising information

about nonlocal jobs/amenities allowing people to assess different markets with-

out moving, it is less necessary to make long distance moves. Molloy, Smith

and Wozniak (2013) point out that if this was the case we would see a dif-

ference between the migration propensity of individuals who change occupa-

tion/industry vs the migration propensity of individuals who stay in the same

occupation/industry. Furthermore, the fact that occupational mobility and the

job-to-job transition rate have been declining over the same period (Moscarini

and Thomsson (2007) Hyatt and McEntarfer (2012)) is at odds with the flat-

tening world hypothesis. Molloy et al. (2013) indicate that changes in the

labor market that lead to the current trends in labor mobility could also affect

interstate mobility. They cite firm specific human capital accumulation as one

potential candidate.

Over the past few decades earnings of women relative to men have in-

creased significantly from 64 percent in 1980 to 81 percent in 2010.6 Goldin

(2006) concludes that the wage gap between men and women is falling even

within cohorts and different groupings. Accordingly within the family, the

contribution of wives’ income to total family income has risen from 26 per-

6http://www.bls.gov/cps/wlf-table16-2011.pdf
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cent in 1980 to 37 percent in 2009.7 This means that a larger share of US

families is comprised of more equally dependent spouses. These families have

often been referred to dual income families, or marriages of equally depen-

dent spouses (MEDS) (Nock,2001 Raley, Mattingly and Bianchi 2006). This

has broad implications for a variety of topics. To mention a few, Greenwood

and Guner (2009) attribute the fall in marriage rates and the rise in divorce

to labor-saving technological progress in the household sector. Rotz (2011)

distinguishes between the share of divorced people and the rate of divorce

and relates the rise in age at marriage with falling divorce rates. Greenwood,

Guner, Kockarkov and Santos (2012) explore the changes in marriage and di-

vorce rate via education and the increase in assortative matching. Baudin, de

la Croix and Gobbi (2012) look at the new types of families in terms of children

decisions and relate it with the change in gender wage gap. Dahl and Sorenson

(2012) investigate the feedback effect of family migration on gender wage gap.

Gemici and Laufer (2011) analyze the effects of assortative matching within

cohabiting couples. In this paper, we mainly focus on the mobility aspect of

these implications.

The idea of modeling migration as an investment in human capital has

roots back to the early work of Sjaastad (1962). Mincer (1978) and Sandell

(1977) extended this framework to family migration and study the cases of

tied movers and tied stayers.8 Tied movers are spouses who prefer to stay in

7http://www.bls.gov/cps/wlf-table24-2011.pdf
8Greenwood (1997) provides a detailed overview of the migration literature, discussion

of the determinants of migration, and review of the early models.
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the current location from an individual point of view but choose to move with

her spouse due to higher gains from moving as a family. Tied stayers are the

spouses who prefer to move to a different location as a single but choose to

stay due to higher utility of staying for a family. This framework is analyzed in

depth by Guler et al (2012) in a labor search model. Gemici (2011) structurally

estimates the family migration problem and assesses the implications of joint

search on labor market outcomes, and marital stability of men and women.

Kennan and Walker (2011) apply a similar approach to individual migration

decisions, they estimate a dynamic migration model and show that migration

decisions are affected by the prospects of future income.

Our paper is also related to the growing labor mobility literature from

the point of local market adjustments, regional inequality and convergence

dynamics; Barro and Sala-i Martin (1991), Blanchard and Katz (1992), No-

towidigdo (2011), Ganong and Shoag (2012), local housing markets; Saks

(2008), Ferreira, Gyourko, and Tracy (2010), Schulhofer-Wohl (2010), Winkler

(2011), education and family dynamics; Costa and Kahn (2000), Compton and

Pollak (2006), Wozniak (2010).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides infor-

mation about the data and documents the stylized facts regarding income and

migration propensities. Section 3 presents the simple model with exogenous

marriage and divorce. Section 4 and 5 provide the details of our calibration

and main results of the model. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
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2.2 Empirical Findings

In this section, we present two findings that complement each other:

first we establish a cross-sectional relationship between income similarity of

spouses and their migration propensities, and second we document recent

trends in family migration by earner status (i.e. dual vs single earner) and

observe the implications of the first set of findings. For the first step we use

the the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). For the second

step we use the March Supplement of Current Population Survey (CPS) and

compare the migration figures from 1981 to 1989 with figures from 2005 to

2012.

SIPP The SIPP is a nationally representative panel data set that has monthly

information about household characteristics related to mobility, earnings, mar-

ital status etc.. It follows individuals for up to 3-4 years. Moreover it enables

us to condition on the factors prior to moving, allowing us to establish a rela-

tionship between income similarity of spouses and their migration propensities.

For the results reported here we compile data from the 1996, 2001, 2004 and

2008 panels which cover roughly 15 years.

We focus our analysis on civilian working age males who are married

with a spouse present at the beginning of the panel. Furthermore we apply

the following restrictions: 1) we keep individuals who are older than 18 at

the beginning of the panel and don’t hold any college degree at the end of the

panel, or older than 21 and have a college degree at the beginning of the panel,
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2) we drop individuals who are older than 55 at the beginning of the panel, 3)

we drop individuals residing in Maine, Vermont, South Dakota, North Dakota

and Wyoming since the 1996 and 2001 panels do not differentiate them as

separate states, 4) we drop individuals who are not in the initial wave, and

5) we focus on households who are still in the sample at the end of the 36th

month.9 These exclusions leave us with 29,776 families.

The main independent variable of interest is the male contribution of

income to total family income. For reasons laid out in Pingle(2006) we only

use earned income coming from wages or self employment. We first observe

the average wage for each spouse using the first wave (i.e. first 4 months).

We then construct the male wage share of the total family wage. Next we

follow the individual for the following 32 months and analyze the propensity

of migration conditional on the information constructed at the end of 4th

month. Specifically we run the following regression:

Mi = f(si) + βXi + εi (2.2.1)

Here Mi denotes the indicator of interstate migration, equals to 1 if the indi-

vidual moves to a different state within the next 32 months, 0 otherwise. si is

our main variable of interest (i.e husband’s wage share).10 In order to capture

9We abstract from the incidence of attrition since it brings additional complications to
the mobility decision. See previous chapter for a formal treatment of attrition

10equals to 1(0) if the male (female) is the only provider of income and takes values
between 0 and 1 if both spouses have positive earned income. For the cases when there is
no family income we define the share as zero.
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potential nonlinear relationship between income similarity and migration we

use a polynomial expansion of 4th order. Xi includes demographic, economic

and other related variables that could potentially affect the migration deci-

sion for a family. We control for factors including age, race, education, labor

supply characteristics, information on marital and migration history and state

effects.11

For the sake of illustration we do not report the estimates of the re-

gression and refer to the previous chapter for a thorough empirical analysis

and discussion of the covariates. We instead focus on the relationship between

income similarity of spouses and migration. We recover the predicted probabil-

ity of migration using the male wage share variables and normalize the effects

coming from the rest of the controls to have mean zero. The coefficients of

the variable male wage share and its polynomials are jointly significant. We

then draw the relationship between male wage share and predicted 32 month

interstate migration rate net of other factors. Figure 2.1 depicts the strik-

ing relationship: the more similar the income prospects of the spouses the

lower the migration propensity, and this result holds even after controlling for

variety of factors that are correlated with the main variable of interest. In par-

ticular families where the husband or the wife is the main provider of income

have a migration probability more than 6%; on the other hand this measure is

around 4% for the families with equal earning spouses. However, note that this

observation has a weaker prediction power for the female provider families.

11A complete description of the controls used in (2.2.1) is provided in Appendix.
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Figure 2.1: Interstate Migration by Male Wage Share

We have established a robust relationship between a couple’s income

similarity and their migration propensity. Our next step is to examine this

relationship over time given the changes in women’s earnings potential. We

argue that women’s increasing contribution to total family income would have

differential effects on different types of families. In particular we claim that this

change has a direct effect on the migration propensities of dual earner couples;

more equal earnings prospects between spouses increases the opportunity cost

of moving for a dual earner couple. Therefore we should observe a bigger

change in migration for dual earner couples. Due to well known attrition

problems in the SIPP we are not able to produce comparable migration figures

over time. Therefore we turn the Current Population Survey for the task.
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CPS The March CPS asks households whether they have changed residences

in the last year, and collects information about mobility ranging from within

county to between states. We focus on interstate migration for two reasons:

first, for working age adults interstate mobility is associated with labor mobil-

ity, and second, we can directly compare mobility figures across time. In order

to do such a comparison we compile data from 1981 to 1989 that represents

the high gender wage gap period and from 2005 to 2012 for the low gender

wage gap period. Our ideal universe is comprised of households with stable

demographic characteristics across time. For that reason we focus on primary

families between ages 35 and 55. Moreover we would like to keep other de-

mographics at the same level both for high and low gender wage gap periods.

Among these characteristics education is one important factor that affects mo-

bility. Therefore, we construct counterfactual mobility rates for the 2005-2012

period by keeping the education at the same level as in 1980s. Specifically, for

each type of family by earner status (i.e. dual vs single) we keep the education

composition at 1980 averages.

M̂i

t1
=

4∑
j=1

Et0
ijM

t1
ij (2.2.2)

Here, i denotes the type of family with earner status, j represents 4

types of education levels based on college status for each spouse, and t0 and

t1 denote the 1981-89 and 2005-12 periods respectively. M t1
ij is the mobility

rate of a family with earner type i and type j education level (eg. dual earner

family with both spouses have college diploma) for the period of 2005-2012.
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M̂i

t1
then represents the counterfactual mobility rate of type i family if the

education composition has remained constant at the level of the averages in

the 1980s.12

We exclude subfamilies in the household since their mobility patterns

might be affected by the primary families and their composition is not con-

stant across time. Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (forthcoming) note that the

changes in imputation process for the mobility question has affected mobility

patterns. In order to remove this mechanic effect of imputation we follow a

methodology similar to Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (forthcoming) and drop

families if migration status of the household head (whether the respondent

lived in the same home one year ago) was hot deck allocated. We also exclude

couples where only one spouse reports making an interstate move. This in-

creases the likelihood that a married couple was married in the previous year

as well. Therefore, family migration is classified as either both spouses making

an interstate move or neither of them.

Year Dual Earner Single Earner Family Migration
1981-1989 1.03 2.15 1.53
2005-2012 0.51 1.31 0.81
drop(pct.) 0.52(50%) 0.83(39%) 0.72(47%)

Table 2.1: Interstate Migration Rate of Couples by Earner Status

Source: IPUMS CPS March Supplement 1991-2011

12For the overall family migration we obtain the counterfactual rate by having a weighted
sum of the counterfactual migration rates for each earner type in 2005-2012 averages.
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We classify a couple as dual earners if both spouses are currently work-

ing, either full time or part time. Similarly we define a single earner couple

when strictly one spouse is employed. Table 2.1 reports the average interstate

migration rates of families for years 1981-1989 and 2005-2012 by earner sta-

tus. We see a common declining trend, but this trend is not uniform with

respect to earner status. We look at the change in mobility in relative terms

since dual earner couples have substantially smaller mobility rates compared

to single earners. From 1981 to 2012 we have a slight difference in mobil-

ity patterns that support our hypothesis: the dual earner migration rate has

dropped by 50% whereas the drop in single earner migration is 39%. Overall

family migration has dropped from 1.53 in 1981-1989 to 0.81, a relative fall of

47%.

Year Single Male Single Female Singles
81-89 2.09 1.58 1.84
05-12 1.38 1.21 1.29
drop 0.71(34%) 0.37(23%) 0.55(30%)

Table 2.2: Interstate Migration Rate of Single Individuals by Gender

Source: IPUMS CPS March Supplement 1991-2011

For comparison purposes we also provide mobility figures for single indi-

viduals using similar sample restrictions and demographic correction methods.

Table 2.2 reports over time mobility patterns separately for each gender. One

striking observation is that overall singles experience a smaller drop in mi-

gration, 30% in relative terms, even smaller in absolute percentage points.
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Moreover this is not uniform across genders: single female migration falls by

23%, a smaller drop compared to single males. In fact single female mobility

almost catches up with the mobility figures of single males for the 2005-2012

period. This also provides additional evidence towards our hypothesis: as

the women’s labor market opportunities become prevalent this allows them to

make more long distance moves based on job offers.

We conclude that families with both spouses working have a larger

reduction in migration rate than single earner families do. If there are two

independent sources that reduce migration propensities, one common source

that affects every family in the same way and one specific source that differen-

tially affects couples through spousal earnings, the residual fall of migration in

dual earners could be attributed to the changes in women’s earnings potential.

The compositional change in the contribution of income via husband and wife

has direct effects on dual earner families; as the income of the wife becomes

closer to the income of the husband the expected gains from one spouse’s

moving needs to be bigger to compensate the loss of the other. Hence the

migration propensity of a dual earner couple falls incrementally. However we

should note that this does not exclude the possibility of a fall in migration in

single earner families due to a change in women’s earnings prospects.

Our next step is to put these pieces together and establish a formal

relationship between the changes in the earnings difference via gender and

overall family migration. For that we have a model of job search with location

and marriage/divorce choice which is used to quantify the effect of the change
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in the gender wage gap on interstate migration.

2.3 Model of Labor and Marriage Markets with Migra-
tion

We first present a multiple location labor search model with exogenous

marriage and divorce. We describe the basic mechanism of job search and

migration decisions of single and married households. In the following section

we relax the exogenous marriage and divorce assumption and investigate the

family migration with divorce choice.

2.3.1 Environment

The model is similar to Guler et al (2012). Time is continuous. The

economy is populated by a measure L of females and males distributed over

L symmetric locations. Individuals only derive utility from consumption. In-

dividuals can be either married or single. Marriage and divorce are exogenous

choices. Single individuals meet with other singles only from their local lo-

cation and at the rate λ. Married couples receive exogenous divorce shocks

at the rate ϕ. Individuals are either employed or unemployed. Unemployed

individuals receive a benefit of z, which can be interpreted as home production

and/or leisure. Both unemployed and employed individuals can receive job of-

fers. The offer arrival rate from local market is αl, and it is αn from non-local

markets. Offers are generated from an exogenous gender-specific distribution

Fi (w) where i ∈ {f,m} denotes whether the individual is female (i ≡ f) or
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male (i ≡ m). Upon receiving an offer, singles have to decide whether to

accept or reject the offer. Acceptance of an outside offer requires moving to

the other location. Moving is entitled to a one-time cost of κ, which is the

same for both singles and couples. Moreover, couples face an additional cost

of moving. If a couple decides to move to another location as a consequence

of a spouse receiving an offer, the other spouse has to quit her job if she is

currently employed, i.e. we do not allow the couple to live separately. Lastly,

type i individual becomes unemployed at an exogenous rate of δi.

2.3.2 Decision Rules

We denote the value of being single for a type i individual, where i ∈

{f,m} is the gender of the individual, receiving an income of wi, as V s
i (wi) .

Similarly, the value of being a couple for a type i individual when spouse

i is receiving an income of wi and spouse j is receiving an income of wj is

V m
i (wi, wj).

Singles We first formulate the problem of a single earning wage wi. A sin-

gle meets with another single from her local location at the rate λ. Since

upon marriage the change in the value potentially depends on the wage of the

prospective spouse, it is crucial for the type i individual to know the distri-

bution of singles for the other type, Gj. This distribution is an equilibrium

object. The single receives job offers both from the local and non-local mar-

kets. Upon the arrival of the job offer, she decides whether to accept it or
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not. Acceptance of a job offer from non-local market requires paying a mov-

ing cost κ. Denote Is,ali (w′i, wi) as the indicator function for the accept/reject

decision of individual i receiving a local offer w′i when employed at the wage

wi. I
s,al
i (w′i, wi) is characterized as follows:

Is,ali (w′i, wi) =

{
1 if V s

i (w′i) > V s
i (wi)

0 o.w.

}
. (2.3.1)

Similarly, we can characterize Is,ani (w′i, wi) as the indicator function for the

accept/reject decision of individual i receiving a non-local offer w′i when em-

ployed at the wage wi as the following:

Is,ani (w′i, wi) =

{
1 if V s

i (w′i)− κ > V s
i (wi)

0 o.w.

}
. (2.3.2)

Then, we can formulate the flow value of being a single as the following:

ρV s
i

(
wi;G

s
j

)
=


u (wi) + δi [V s

i (z)− V s
i (wi)] +

λ
∫

[V m
i (wi, wj)− V s

i (wi)] dG
s
j (wj) +

αl
∫
Is,ali (w′i, wi) (V s

i (w′)− V s
i (wi)) dFi (w′) +

αn
∫
Is,ani (w′i, wi) (V s

i (w′)− κ− V s
i (wi)) dFi (w′)

 (2.3.3)

The first term is the instantaneous benefit of earning the wage wi. The second

term captures the change in value upon receiving the unemployment shock.

The third term is the change in the value if the individual meets a partner

with wage wj. Notice that the distribution of the singles for the other type,

Gj, which is an equilibrium object, determines the value of the meeting with

a spouse. The fourth and the fifth terms capture the change in the value

conditional on receiving a local and non-local job offer, respectively.

Couples We next formulate the value of being in a couple for a type i in-

dividual receiving wi and married to a spouse receiving wj. An important
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consideration in the problem of the couple is the intra-household allocation

of resources. Two types of approaches arise in the literature regarding this

issue: a unitary approach and a non-unitary approach. The unitary approach

assumes that the couple behaves as a single unit and the resources are shared

in a pre-determined way between the spouses. In the non-unitary approach,

the decision and the sharing rule are determined through a cooperative or

non-cooperative mechanism13. Since, in the exogenous model, we do not ex-

plicitly model marriage/divorce choice, we abstract from the determination of

the sharing rule, and assume that the couple acts as in the unitary models,

i.e. the couple maximizes the sum of the values for both spouses. The unitary

framework ties the spouses to each other, and this effects their labor market

decisions. Since we do not allow endogenous divorce and upon accepting a

non-local offer the other spouse has to quit her job, married individuals face

additional frictions in their labor market choices. More specifically, take a

couple with current wages (wi, wj). If spouse i receives a non-local offer w′i,

she might have to reject this offer since spouse j might refuse to quit her job.

Similarly, if spouse j receives an outside offer w′j and accepts it, spouse i has

to quit the job to move to the other location.

To better understand the decision rules for the couple, we first present

the job accept/reject and move/stay decisions for the couple. First, consider

a couple with current wages (wi, wj). If spouse i receives a local offer w′i, then

13See Browning, Chiappori and Weiss (2011), Chiappori and Donni (2011) for a detailed
survey of these approaches.
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couple has three options: (1) spouse i accepts the offer and spouse j stays

employed at the current wage, (2) spouse i accepts the offer and spouse j quits

the job, and finally (3) spouse i rejects the offer. We denote Im,ali (w′i, wi, wj)

as the indicator function for the first option, i.e. Im,ali (w′i, wi, wj) = 1 if

spouse i accepts the offer and spouse j stays employed at the current wage,

and Im,ali (w′i, wi, wj) = 0 otherwise. Since the couple chooses the option which

maximizes the total value of marriage, Im,ali is characterized as follows:

Im,ali (w′i, wi, wj) =

1 if
V m
i (w′i, wj) + V m

j (wj, w
′
i) >

max

{
V m
i (w′i, z) + V m

j (z, w′i) ,
V m
i (wi, wj) + V m

j (wj, wi)

}
0 o.w.

 .

(2.3.4)

Similarly, we denote Im,qli (w′i, wi, wj) as the indicator function representing

the second option, i.e. spouse i accepts the offer and spouse j quits the job.

Lastly, Im,rli (w′i, wi, wj) denotes the indicator function for the third option,

i.e. spouse i rejects the offer and spouse j stays employed at the current wage.

Im,qli (w′i, wi, wj) is characterized as follows:

Im,qli (w′i, wi, wj) =

1 if
V m
i (w′i, z) + V m

j (z, w′i) >

max

{
V m
i (w′i, wj) + V m

j (wj, w
′
i) ,

V m
i (wi, wj) + V m

j (wj, wi)

}
0 o.w.

 .

(2.3.5)

For the last indicator function we need to have Im,rli (w′i, wi, wj) = 1−

Im,ali (w′i, wi, wj)− I
m,ql
i (w′i, wi, wj)

14. The indicator functions for spouse j are

derived similarly.

14We conjecture that although it is possible for one spouse to quit the job while the
other accepts a local offer, this will never happen in equilibrium. We conjecture this result
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If one of the spouses receives a non-local offer, the accept/reject deci-

sion is also tied to the location choice. Now, accepting an outside offer also

involves relocation for both spouses, and that requires the other spouse to quit

the job. Again, consider the case when spouse i receives a non-local offer, w′i

while the spouses are employed at the current wages (wi, wj). The couple has

two options in this case: (1) spouse i accepts the offer, spouse j quits the job

and they relocate, and (2) spouse i rejects the offer. Denoting Im,qni (w′i, wi, wj)

as the indicator function for the first option, i.e. spouse i accepts, spouse j

quits and the couple relocates, the equation characterizing this decision is as

follows:

Im,qni (w′i, wi, wj) =

1 if
V m
i (w′i, z) + V m

j (z, w′i)− κ >
V m
i (wi, wj) + V m

j (wj, wi)
0 o.w.

 . (2.3.6)

Lastly, we denote Im,rni (w′i, wi, wj) as the indicator function for the second

option, i.e. spouse i rejects the offer. By construction, we need to have

Im,rni (w′i, wi, wj) = 1− Im,qni (w′i, wi, wj).

Given these indicator functions, we can now formulate the problem of

the couple as follows:

due to the analysis of Guler et al (2012). They show that if there is on-the-job search, the
“breadwinner cycle” disappears if offer arrival rates when employed and unemployed are the
same.
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ρV m
i (wi, wj) =



u (wi, wj) + δj [V m
i (wi, z)− V m

i (wi, wj)] +
δi [V m

i (z, wj)− V m
i (wi, wj)] + 2ϕ [V s

i (wi)− V m
i (wi, wj)] +

αl

∫ [
Im,al

i (w′
i, wi, wj) (V m

i (w′
i, wj)− V m

i (wi, wj)) +

Im,ql
i (w′

i, wi, wj) (V m
i (w′

i, z)− V m
i (wi, wj))

]
dFi (w′

i) +

αn

∫
Im,qn
i (w′

i, wi, wj) (V m
i (w′

i, z)− κ− V m
i (wi, wj)) dFi (w′

i) +

αl

∫ [
Im,al

j

(
w′

j , wj , wi

) (
V m
i

(
wi, w

′
j

)
− V m

i (wi, wj)
)

+

Im,ql
j

(
w′

j , wj , wi

) (
V m
i

(
z, w′

j

)
− V m

i (wi, wj)
)]
dFj

(
w′

j

)
+

αn

∫
Im,qn
j

(
w′

j , wj , wi

) (
V m
i

(
z, w′

j

)
− κ− V m

i (wi, wj)
)
dFj

(
w′

j

)


(2.3.7)

Here the first line on the RHS is the instantaneous benefit plus the

change in value if either of the spouses receive unemployment or divorce shocks.

The second line represents the change in the value if spouse i receives a local

offer. Here we have three possibilities. If spouse i accepts the offer and spouse

remains employed, then the new value becomes V m
i (w′i, wj) . If spouse i accepts

the offer and spouse j quits the job, the new value becomes V m
i (w′i, z). If

spouse i rejects the offer, there is no change in the value. Similarly, the third

line represents the change in the value if spouse i receives a non-local offer.

Here the only difference is the change in the value if spouse i accepts the offer.

In this case, the couple needs to move to the other location which requires

a cost of κ, and spouse j has to quit her job. The fourth and fifth lines are

analogous to spouse j.

There are two main differences between the married individual’s prob-

lem and the single’s problem, since spouses are tied to each other. A married

individual might have to reject some offers that she would not reject if she
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were single (the ones coming from non-local markets) since her spouse might

refuse to quit the job and move to the other location. Referring to the semi-

nal work of Mincer (1976), these individuals are called as “tied-stayers”. On

the other hand, the married individual might have to quit her job since her

spouse might accept a non-local offer, something she would not do if she were

a single. Similarly, these individuals are called as “tied-movers”15. Notice that

this observation should make it clear that a comparison of the mobilities of

the single and the couple is not straightforward. The individual in a couple

becomes less mobile due to lower probability of accepting non-local offers, but

becomes more mobile due to the additional mobilities originated by the other

spouse. In other words, compared to a single although the couple faces fric-

tions for non-local offers which makes the couple less mobile, the total offer

arrival probability for the couple is twice the single’s, and this can make the

couple more mobile. In sum, the net effect is ambiguous and it is theoretically

possible to have the couple be more mobile than the single within the model.

2.3.3 Stationary Equilibrium

We are mainly interested in the steady-state of the economy. In the

steady-state we have two types of distribution of households: (1) singles em-

ployed at wage w and (2) individuals employed at wage wi and married to a

spouse earning wj. We denote Gs
i (w) as the cumulative distribution of type i

15Guler et al (2012) analyzes how these cases might arrive in a similar framework we
have here. We refer the reader to this paper to have a detailed analysis of these frictions.
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singles employed at wage w or smaller. Then, we can make the definition of

the stationary equilibrium as follows:

Definition: A Stationary Equilibrium consists a set of value functions {V s
i , V

m
i },

decision rules {Is,ali , Is,ani , Im,ali , Im,qli , Im,ani , Im,qni } and a distribution of

singles Gs
i such that

• Decision rules are defined as the solutions to equations (2.3.1)-(2.3.2)

and (2.3.4)-(2.3.6).

• Given decisions rules and the distribution, value functions solve equa-

tions (2.3.7) and (2.3.3).

• Observed wage distribution of singles is in steady-state, i.e. the inflows

and outflows are equal to each other.

2.4 Calibration

We proceed to calibration in two steps. First we set some values exoge-

nously, taking some directly from previous studies, while for others we identify

the moment from the data specified in the empirical section and exogenously

set the model parameter to the target. We start with describing the household

utility.

Preferences: Individuals are risk neutral and marital status does not al-

ter utility formulation. Single individual of type i only derives utility from
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consumption of the current wage wi:

usi (wi) = wi (2.4.1)

Similarly married individuals only derive utility from the consumption of the

individual income:16

umi (wi, wj) = wi (2.4.2)

Exogenous Calibration: The time period in the model is set to one month

of calendar time. The monthly discount rate, ρ, is set to 0.004, which corre-

sponds to an annual discount factor 0.953. Monthly job destruction rate, δ,

is set to 0.034, as reported in Shimer (2005). The relative flow value of non-

work, z, which includes home production and leisure, is taken from Hall and

Milgrom (2008) as 0.71. Wage offers are drawn from a lognormal distribution

for which we set the parameters such that the average wage offer for males,

µm, is normalized to 1. For females we follow Greenwood, Guner, Kockarkov

and Santos (2012) and set the average wage offer µf to 0.83 for the benchmark

calibration and to 0.59 for the counterfactual exercise.

The exogenous divorce rate, ϕ, identifies the flow into divorce. We

compile the SIPP 2004 and 2008 panels and follow individuals that are married

with a spouse present at the beginning of the panel for 36 consecutive months.

16It turns out that for the exogenous model income pooling does not matter. We have
virtually the same results for the case when we set spouses pool their income and split it
evenly. We change this specification when we allow for endogenous marriage and divorce
decisions in the section 6.
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We use the same sample restriction except that we also include individuals

who dropped out of sample during the time frame. Out of 15,379 families we

have 433 of them either divorced or separated by the end of the third year.

This makes an annual divorce rate of 0.94%. Hence we set ϕ to 0.00039 that

corresponds to the annual rate. In the exogenous model, the share of married

couples can be characterized by the following closed form: λ
λ+ϕ

. Here we set

λ as 0.00091 to have 70% of the households as married couples. We obtain

the share of married households as following: According to March CPS for the

2005-2012 period within the universe of our restrictions we have 64% of the

households as married, 16% of them as never married single, and the remaining

part as cohabiting, separated or divorced individuals. We only have singles and

married households in the model, hence we assume that the majority of the

remaining part behaves like a single and set the share of married households

as 70%. Table 2.3 summarizes the parameters that are calibrated outside the

model.

Parameter Value Description
ρ 0.004 monthly discount rate
z 0.71 value of nonwork
δ 0.034 monthly job separation rate
ϕ 0.00039 monthly divorce rate
λ 0.00091 singles matching rate
µm 1.0 mean wage offer male
µf 0.83 mean wage offer female

Table 2.3: Parameters Calibrated Outside the Model
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Calibration Within the Model: The rest of the parameters jointly deter-

mine the extent to which the equilibrium matches the remaining targets as a

whole. We have the job arrival rate, αl + αn, and standard deviation of wage

offers, σ, that identify the share of population that receives an offer above the

current wage or non work value. Hence we use the share of dual earner couples

and the share of single earner couples as targets. Using the March CPS 2005-

2012 averages we find that 66% of the families are dual earner families, 31%

of them are single earners. Our model has key predictions on mobility rates,

using the March CPS for the same time period we compute the single mobility

rate as 1.29 and married mobility rate as 0.81, using the share of married as

70% yields an annual interstate migration rate as 0.93. We also target the

married vs single mobility ratio which is 0.63 using the current figures. The

share of offers coming from the outside location, αn

αl+αn
, and moving cost pa-

rameter, κ, jointly identify these mobility targets. The former mainly maps

to overall mobility and choosing the latter changes the relative mobility rate

of single vs married households. We jointly choose values for these 4 parame-

ters such that we match the corresponding targets. Table 2.4 summarizes the

endogenous calibration with the corresponding descriptions.

Parameter Value Description
αl + αn 0.18 job offer rate
σm = σf 0.17 std. dev. of wage offers
αn

αl+αn
0.025 nonlocal job offer rate

κ 0.6 moving cost

Table 2.4: Parameters Calibrated Inside the Model
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2.5 Quantitative Results

We now present the quantitative results of our model. We first present

the results for the economy representing 2000s. Then, we present the results

for our counterfactual, which represents the US economy in 1970s. The only

difference between these two economies is the gender wage gap, i.e. the mean of

the wage distribution for females is much smaller in the economy representing

1970s. We hope that by computing the model’s predicted migration patterns

changing only the gender wage gap, we can determine how much of the total

change can be attributed to this effect.

Table 2.5 presents the results to the exogenous model representing

2000s. First, comparing the second and the third columns, we can see that

the model fits the data quite well. It should not be surprising that the model

matches the gender wage gap, share of married, share of dual earners, share

of single earners, aggregate mobility rate and the ratio of married and single

mobility rate quite well, since these moments are targeted in the calibration.

However, the model also matches the data quite well in other dimensions we

do not explicitly target. For instance, the level of single male mobility in the

data is 1.38%, whereas the model produces a mobility of 1.52%. Similarly, the

mobility rate of the single females is 1.21% in the data, and the model counter-

part of the same moment is 1.19%. The model also captures the levels of the

single earner and dual earner mobility rates quite well. Single earner mobility

rate, which is defined as the mobility rate of single earners within married

couples, is 1.31% in the data and 1.18% in the model. The model produces
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0.31% mobility rate for dual earners, which is similar to the 0.51% rate in

the data. Capturing these levels and differences between the mobility rates of

the single earners and dual earners plays an important role in explaining the

sizable decrease in the mobility rate of the married couples.

Moment Data Model
gender gap 83% 83%
share of married 70% 70%

Targets
share of dual earners1 66% 65%
share of single earners1 31% 31%
mobility rate 0.93% 0.95%
married vs single mobility 63% 57%

single mobility 1.29% 1.36%
married mobility 0.81% 0.77%

Non-Targets
single earner mobility 1.31% 1.18%
dual earner mobility 0.51% 0.31%
single male mobility 1.38% 1.52%
single female mobility 1.21% 1.19%

1Out of married couples

Table 2.5: Benchmark Results - Exogenous Model

Wage Distribution: Figure 2.2(a) shows the observed wage distribution of

the singles generated by the model. Thanks to the gender wage gap, observed

wage distribution of the male singles first-order stochastically dominates ob-

served wage distribution of the female singles. Similarly, Figure 2.2(b) shows

the observed joint wage distribution of the married households. The model

generates a significant fraction of single-earner households and dual-earner
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households.
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Figure 2.2: Observed Wage Distribution

2.5.1 Workings of the Model

The model generates three major types of households regarding the

number of working individuals (“breadwinners”) in the household: single

households, single-earner households and dual-earner households. The model

successfully matches the measure of these three types of households very well.

The main mechanism in the model works through the differential mobility

rates across the three types of households. As in the data, the model predicts

that the mobility rate for the singles is the highest, single earner mobility rate
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comes the second, and dual earner mobility rate is the lowest. Now, we explain

the main mechanism driving these results. As we explained in Section 3, theo-

retically the comparison of the single mobility rate and married mobility rate

is ambiguous. Married individuals, on the one hand, are less mobile due to the

presence of a spouse and decisions are made jointly. This friction generates the

tied-stayers. However, on the other hand, the presence of a spouse makes the

married individual mobile, because now the married individual not only moves

due to her labor market opportunities, but also due to the spouse’s labor mar-

ket opportunities. This mechanism generates the tied-movers in the model.

Since both effects work in the opposite directions, it is not clear whether a

married individual is less or more mobile compared to her single counterpart.

2.5.1.1 Hazard Rate for Non-Local Offers

To have a better understanding of these effects, we plot the hazard

rates for non-local offers across different types of households.

Singles: First, we start with the singles. Figure 2.3(a) plots the hazard rate

of singles for non-local offers. As expected, the hazard rate is a decreasing

function of the current wage. As the current wage increases, the individual is

less likely to receive a better offer from the non-local location. As a result,

the hazard rate decreases. Moreover, if we compare the hazard rates of the

female singles and the male singles, we observe that the hazard rate for the

male singles is always significantly higher than the one for female singles. This
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is related to the gender wage gap. Since males have a wage offer distribution

with a higher mean, at any wage, they are more likely to receive a better offer

compared to the females. So, their hazard rate is significantly higher than

the female hazard rate. This plays an important role in the comparison of

the mobility rates between the singles and married individuals. Since it is the

males who are more likely to have better labor market prospects, within a

married couple, it is generally the male who triggers the mobility. In other

words, thanks to the gender wage gap, it is generally the females who are the

tied-stayers or tied-movers in the model.
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Figure 2.3: Hazard Rate for Non-local Offers
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Married Individuals: We next analyze the hazard rate of the married in-

dividuals for the non-local offers. Figure 2.3(b) plots the total hazard rate of

married individuals as a function of the spouse’s wage. Notice that the total

hazard rate of a married individual has two components. Moves to the other

location can be generated by male accepting a non-local offer or female ac-

cepting a non-local offer. Figure 2.4 plots the composition of the total hazard

rate as a function of both spouse’s wage. As we can see in the figure, among

the married couples, moves to the other location are generally generated by

the male. The contribution of the male to the total hazard rate is significantly

higher than the one for the female in every types of marriages.
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Figure 2.4: Hazard Rate Composition for Non-local Offers - Married

To better understand the dependance of the married individual’s hazard

rate for the non-local offers to the wage of the spouse, we present the hazard
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rate of the married individual for the non-local offers as a function of the

spouse’s wage by keeping the current wage of the married individual constant.

Figure 2.5(a) plots hazard rate for non-local offers of a male currently earning

the mean wage of the observed distribution as a function of the spouse wage.

Similarly Figure 2.5(b) plots the same graph for the females. The first thing to

notice is that the hazard rate for a married individual is a decreasing function

of the spouse’s wage. The line with the diamonds shows the hazard rate

generated only by the moves of the male. This is clearly decreasing in the

spouse’s wage. As the wage of the spouse increases, it becomes less likely for

the male to convince the wife to move as a result of a non-local offer to the

male. Remember that the couple only moves if the total value after the move

is greater than the total value with the current wages. As the male gets a

better offer, it is true that he will realize an increase in his value by accepting

the offer. However, accepting a non-local offer requires to move to the other

location and female quitting the job. This means a loss to the value of the

marriage for the female. As the wage of the female increases the loss in the

value of the female upon moving increases, hence it requires a much higher

wage offer to the male to compensate for such a loss. So, the hazard rate

for nonlocal offers decreases as the wage of the spouse increases. The line

with the arrows plots the total hazard rate for the male as a function of the

spouse wage. This hazard rate includes not only the hazard rate generated by

the male but also the hazard rate generated by the female. As the wage of

the female increases, it becomes less likely for the female to receive a better
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nonlocal offer. So, the hazard rate generated by the female also decreases as

the wage of the female decreases. In total, the total hazard rate for a spouse

is decreasing in the wage of the other spouse. This is the main reason why we

observe a lower mobility rate for single earner households.
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Figure 2.5: Hazard Rate for Non-local Offers - Married vs Single

Figure 2.5(a) and 2.5(b) also compare the total hazard rate of a single

and married individual earning the same current wage. In Figure 2.5(a), we see

this comparison for the male. A single male currently earning the mean wage

has always a higher non-local hazard rate compared to his married counterpart

regardless of the wage of his spouse. As expected the hazard rate of the married
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generated only by the moves of the male (line with diamonds) is always smaller

than the hazard rate for the single. Compared to a single, married individual

is tied to the spouse. As a result, the male has to reject some non-local

offers that he would not reject if he were a single, i.e. becomes a tied-stayer.

This decreases his hazard rate generated by his labor market opportunities.

However, as we said earlier, the married individual can also move due to his

wife’s labor market opportunities. Since his wife can also potentially receive a

non-local offer which might be acceptable to the couple, the total hazard rate of

the male increases. As we see in Figure Figure 2.5(a), the total hazard rate for

the male (line with arrows) is always greater than or equal to the hazard rate

generated by his labor market opportunities (line with diamonds). However,

with the current calibration, the increase in the total hazard rate of the male

generated by the female’s labor market opportunities cannot compensate for

the decrease in his hazard rate generate by his own labor market opportunities.

Hence the total hazard rate of the married male is always smaller than the

one for the single male. The main reason for this fact is the gender wage gap

between the male and the female. Since the wage offer distribution of the

male has first-order stochastic dominance over the wage offer distribution of

the female, the increase in then total hazard rate of the male generated by the

female’s labor market opportunities is not big. So, this cannot compensate

the decrease in the total hazard rate of the male (due to being a tied-stayer)

generated by his own labor market opportunities.
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However, the same comparison for the female reveals a different picture.

As can be seen in Figure 2.5(b), although the hazard rate of the married

female generated by her own labor market opportunities (line with diamonds)

is smaller than her hazard rate as a single (line with circles), the total hazard

rate of the married female is higher than the one for the single female, especially

when the wage of the husband is sufficiently low. When the wage of the

husband is really low, thanks to the wage offer distribution of the male, it is

likely that the female can see an increase in her hazard rate when married due

to the higher probability of male generated moves. Such an increase can easily

offset the decrease in the married female hazard rate due to her own labor

market opportunities.

2.5.2 Counterfactual: Increase in the Gender Wage Gap

Now, we turn to the main exercise of our paper. To understand the

effect of the change in the gender wage gap on the mobility patterns of different

types of households, we run the following counterfactual. We change the mean

of the wage offer distribution of the male and female such that, the mean wage

offer in the aggregate economy does not change and the gender wage gap

between the female and male increases to the level we see in the data for

1970s. More specifically, we set the mean of the wage offer distribution for

the male and female such that the gender wage gap at the mean wage offer is

now 0.59 and the mean wage offer overall is the same as benchmark economy.

Table 2.6 presents the results of this exercise.
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Moment Data Benchmark Counterfactual
gender gap 83% 83% 59%
share of married 70% 70% 70%
Targets
share of dual earners1 66% 65% 52%
share of single earners1 31% 31% 42%
mobility rate 0.93% 0.95% 1.07%
married vs single mobility 63% 57% 85%

single mobility 1.29% 1.36% 1.20%
married mobility 0.81% 0.77% 1.02%

Non-Targets
single earner mobility 1.31% 1.18% 1.21%
dual earner mobility 0.51% 0.31% 0.37%
single male mobility 1.38% 1.52% 1.68%
single female mobility 1.21% 1.19% 0.71%
1Out of married couples

Table 2.6: Counterfactual: The Effect of an Increase in Gender Wage Gap

Composition: As the gender wage gap increases from 83% to 59%, we ob-

serve the share of dual earners decrease from 65% to 52%. The main reason for

this decrease is the decrease in the labor market attachment of the females. As

the mean of the wage offer distribution for the female decreases, keeping the

value of home production constant, the value of being employed decreases for

the females. So, females exit the labor force and they become less attached to

the labor market. Since the marriage rate is constant by construction (mar-

riage and divorce probabilities are exogenous and constant), an immediate

consequence of a decrease in the share of dual earners is the increase in the

share of single earners. In the counterfactual, the share of the single earners

increases from 31% to 42%.
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Aggregate Mobility: The effect of the increase in the gender wage gap on

the mobility patterns is the main focus of this paper. Table 2.6 shows that an

increase in the gender wage gap increases the aggregate mobility from 0.95%

to 1.07%. Decomposing the change in the aggregate mobility into single and

married mobilities, we see that it is the change in the married mobility rate

which generates this change. The counterfactual results suggest that the mar-

ried mobility rate increases from 0.77% to 1.02% whereas the single mobility

rate decreases from 1.36% to 1.20%. Notice that there is no compositional

change in terms of married vs single in the population. So, the whole increase

in the aggregate mobility comes from the relative change of the mobility rates

of married and single. The relative mobility of married couples compared to

singles increases from 57% to 85%. This is what generates the increase in the

mobility rate.

Singles Mobility: The mobility rate of singles changes due to two mechani-

cal reasons. Since the mean of the wage offer distribution for the single female

decreases, the mobility of the single females should decrease. This can be seen

in Figure 2.6(a) which plots the hazard rate of single females for non-local

offers in both economies. Similarly, as Figure 2.6(b) shows, the hazard rate of

single males for non-local offers increases since the mean of the wage offer dis-

tribution for the male increases. The hazard rate function is a convex function

of the current wage. As a result, the change in the hazard rate of the single

females dominates the change in the hazard rate of the single males, and we
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observe a decrease in the mobility rate of the singles. In number terms single

females experience a drop in mobility by 48%, on the other hand the increase

in single males mobility is only 16%.
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Figure 2.6: Hazard Rate of Singles for Non-local Offers - Benchmark vs Coun-
terfactual

Married Mobility: As the gender wage gap increases, the mobility rate of

the married individuals increases from 0.77% to 1.02%. This makes a change

of 0.25% in levels and 25% drop in relative terms from counterfactual to bench-

mark economy. Recall that in the data the married mobility has fallen from

1.53% in 1981 to 0.81% in 2012. In level terms the exogenous model explains
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35% (i.e. 0.25/0.72) of the overall drop in family migration. There are two

reasons for this change. The first one is the compositional effect. As we docu-

mented earlier, the mobility rate of the single-earner households is significantly

higher than the mobility rate of dual-earner households. As the gender wage

gap increases, the share of single-earner households increases from 31% to

42%, and the share of dual-earner households decreases from 65% to 52%. As

a result of this compositional change the aggregate mobility rate of married

households increases. If we keep the mobility rate of single-earner and dual-

earner households as in the benchmark economy, but use the share of these

households in the counterfactual, we observe that the aggregate mobility rate

of the married individuals increases from 0.77% to 0.95%, i.e. compositional

changes can explain 72% of the change in the mobility rate of the married

individuals. The rest, 28%, of the increase is due to the within-group changes

in the mobility. As we can see from Table 2.6, the mobility rate of single-

earner households increases from 1.18% to 1.21%, and the mobility rate of

dual-earner households increases from 0.31% to 0.37%. To better understand

the within-group changes in the mobility, we separately analyze the change in

the mobility of single-earner and dual-earner households.

Single-Earner Households: Figure 2.7(a) plots the hazard rate of

single-earner married household as a function of the current wage of the male

for both economies. As expected, since females have a lower mean wage in

the counterfactual, the hazard rate generated by female is lower in the coun-
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terfactual (solid line with diamonds) than in the benchmark (dashed line with

diamonds). On the contrary, the hazard rate generated by males in the coun-

terfactual (solid line with circles) is higher than the one in the benchmark

(dashed line with circles). Again, the reason for this change is the higher

mean offer in the counterfactual economy for the males. The change in the

total hazard rate depends on which effect dominates. With the current cal-

ibration, we have the effect on the male dominating, and the counterfactual

economy results a higher hazard rate for the single earner households (solid line

with arrows) as a function of male wage compared to the benchmark economy

(dashed line with arrows). Figure 2.7(b) plots the same picture as a function

of female’s wage. Here we can see that for lower wages of the female, we ob-

serve a higher hazard rate in the counterfactual whereas for higher wages of

the female, the opposite is true. However, notice that these higher wages have

very low probability of occurrence in the counterfactual economy considering

the mean and standard deviation of the female wage offer distribution.

Dual-Earner Households: Figure 2.8(a) plots the hazard rate of

a dual-earner household as a function of the wage of the male when the fe-

male is currently employed at the mean observed wage for the females in the

benchmark, which is 1.02. Similarly, Figure 2.8(b) plots the hazard rate of

a dual-earner household as a function of the female’s wage when the male is

employed at the mean observed wage for the males, which is 1.2. The common
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vs Counterfactual
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theme in both figures is the fact that the hazard generated by the female in

the counterfactual (solid line with diamonds) is always smaller than the one

in the benchmark (dashed line with diamonds), whereas the hazard rate gen-

erated by the male in the counterfactual (solid line with circles) is higher than

the one in the benchmark (dashed line with circles). However, in both cases,

the change generated by the male dominates, and the total hazard rate in the

counterfactual (solid line with arrows) is higher than the one in the benchmark

(dashed line with arrows).
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Finally we decompose the mobility change in the single earner and dual

earner families into type of moves (i.e. male generated vs female generated).

Table 2.7 describes the mobility rates of families by different earner status and

by type of moves. When we increase the gender wage gap single earner mobility

increases from 1.18% to 1.21%. In relative terms this is a drop of 3% from

counterfactual to benchmark economy. This slight drop is due to an increase

in the male generated mobility that moves from 0.80% to 1.09%. Although

female generated mobility moves from 0.39% to 0.12% in the counterfactual

economy, the overall change is dominated by the change in the male generated

moves. Observe that this is opposite of what happens to the migration rates

of single individuals; over there the change in single female mobility is greater

than the change in single male mobility.

For dual earners the observation male vs. female dominated moves is

the same. Overall dual earner mobility moved from 0.31% to 0.37% which is

a relative change of 16%. Observe that we have a higher mobility change for

dual earner families compared to single earners in relative terms. However the

mechanism that makes the change in dual earner mobility is similar to to the

single earner case: the male generated mobility increases from 0.21% to 35%

and it dominates the drop of female earner mobility from 0.09% to 0.03%. In

the counterfactual economy where the gender wage gap is wider, more than

90% of the family migration (both single and dual earner) are generated by

the males, in the benchmark economy this share drops below 70%. Thus we

conclude that although women’s increasing labor force attachment gives them
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a higher role for generating family migration it induces a higher drop in the

male generated moves. This creates some additional tied male movers in the

benchmark economy however it also creates even greater number of tied male

stayers.

Moment Benchmark Counterfactual
gender gap 83% 59%
single earner mobility 1.18% 1.21%
single earner mobility by male 0.80% 1.09%

single earner mobility by female 0.39% 0.12%

dual earner mobility 0.31% 0.37%
dual earner mobility by male 0.21% 0.35%

dual earner mobility by female 0.09% 0.03%

Table 2.7: Counterfactual: Single vs Dual Earner Mobility by Type of Move

2.6 Conclusion

We argue that changes in women’s labor supply and changes in the

economic role of wives within a family affect the mobility decisions of cou-

ples. We document that couples with similar incomes have lower migration

propensities than otherwise identical couples do. Our theory is that a family

with similar-income-spouses decline potentially many job offers coming from

outside since the opportunity cost of moving is higher. Given that the share

of dual income couples has increased substantially over the last 30 years we

argue that this change contributes to the decline in interstate migration that

took place during the same time period. We use a labor search model with

multiple locations and endogenous marriage and divorce decisions to quan-
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tify the effect of the change in women’s labor force attachment on interstate

migration. Our analysis suggests that without having any other amplifying

source the change in the gender wage gap over the last 30 years explains 35%

of the overall drop in family migration. Couples today increasingly face this

relocation problem, and given the trends in the spousal earnings composition

this problem will arguably become more common. Thus in aggregate terms

the depressed migration due to this change is likely to be a permanent drop

and we expect to see an even larger fall of migration in the future.

The fall in migration has strong implications for the both local and

aggregate labor markets. The fact that people have to rely on local economic

conditions more heavily with fewer opportunities available outside could re-

sult in lower job mobility for the employed, longer unemployment durations

for the unemployed and in turn a less efficient economy in terms of matching

jobs with the most suitable individuals. This sticky labor supply adjustment

creates an aggregate friction which is often coined as mismatch in the litera-

ture.From the couples’ point of view this means a slower recovery following an

adverse shock. According to recent studies single men and women lost about

5 million jobs during the last recession, and have since gained back 90% of

them. However couples only gained 22% of the 6 million jobs they lost during

the same period.17 We plan to investigate on these issues in future research.

17http://money.cnn.com/2012/08/15/news/economy/jobs-single-workers/index.html
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Chapter 3

Homeownership and Unemployment Duration1

3.1 Introduction

Homeownership and a large proportion of homeowners in the popula-

tion is in general regarded to be desirable. Subsidies to buying or building

homes in many countries testify to the importance that policy-makers usually

attach to the ownership society. The United States spends more than $100

billion annually to subsidize homeowners (see the projected tax expenditures

by the Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation, 2012).2 People who own

their dwellings, it has been argued, are less mobile, more likely to vote, health-

ier, and less likely to commit crimes. Dietz and Haurin (2003) give an overview

of this literature.

A possibly detrimental effect of homeownership has been brought to

attention by Oswald (1996). Since homeowners are less mobile, he argues,

they will not be capable or willing to move for a job outside of their current

1This essay is drawn from joint work with Firat Yaman. My contribution to this project
include proposing the empirical framework, deciding the sample universe and covariates and
performing the maximum likelihood estimation. Firat Yaman collaborated on compiling the
micro data, estimating the model and the standard errors.

2Sinai and Gyourko (2004) - defining a homeowner subsidy as the difference in taxes
paid by a homeowner and taxes the same person would have paid if he had rented out the
property - report a much higher homeowner subsidy cost of $420 billion in 1999.
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locality. He supports this argument by cross-regional comparisons which in-

dicate that European regions and US states with high homeownership rates

exhibit higher unemployment rates. However at this level of aggregation, the

effect could be spurious, and it need not be the case that owners and renters

have different unemployment risks or durations within a region. Nor can we

rule out that residents in regions with high ownership rates are different from

residents in regions with low ownership rates. Indeed, mobile individuals with

better job-finding prospects might have left distressed regions, leaving behind

homeowners and individuals who had low job-finding probabilities in the first

place. Finally, one needs to be careful about when exactly being a homeowner

becomes a liability. While the probability of becoming unemployed might or

might not be influenced by home tenure, we would expect the restricted mo-

bility that comes with owning a home to decrease the probability of finding

a new job – once one is unemployed – and hence unemployment durations to

increase. If the presence and importance of this effect could be demonstrated,

the desirability of the “ownership society” would have to be reconsidered.

In this paper we use individual unemployment spells to address the

question whether unemployed owners remain in unemployment longer than

unemployed renters. The application is for the United States. We add to the

literature in four important ways: First, we revisit the question of homeown-

ership and unemployment duration using the Survey of Income and Program

Participation (henceforth SIPP), which offers several advantages to data used

in the literature so far and is particularly suited for duration analysis due
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to a higher number of spells, higher frequency of interviews of sample units,

and the availability of a rich set of pre-spell characteristics (see Data section).

Second, we allow for non-participation as an alternative exit out of unemploy-

ment considering the possibility that some individuals may choose exiting the

labor force over employment. If housing tenure plays a role in that decision,

omitting the exit to non-participation might lead to biased or misinterpreted

results of the effect of homeownership on unemployment duration. We also

allow for arbitrary correlations between unobserved heterogeneity in the haz-

ard to employment, the hazard to non-participation, and the probability of

being a homeowner. Third, we extend the analysis towards the margin of

household leverage by using mortgage status as a proxy and we separately

identify job finding and non-participation hazards for outright homeowners

and owners with mortgages. Fourth, we control for the endogeneity of being

a homeowner using a recently developed panel measure of housing supply reg-

ulations as an exclusion restriction. We argue that it is considerably better

than the instruments proposed so far.

The literature has addressed the problems associated with making mi-

croeconomic inferences from macroeconomic correlations by using household or

individual-level data, with few papers attempting to control for the endogene-

ity of homeownership. By and large the literature does not support Oswald’s

hypothesis. Goss and Phillips (1997) find a negative effect of ownership on

unemployment duration in the PSID which they attribute to higher search

intensity to honor mortgage obligations. Also using the PSID, Coulson and
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Fisher (2002) find a significant negative effect of ownership on unemployment

duration, while Green and Hendershott (2001) – using a two-stage estimation

procedure to correct for selection bias into ownership – find a positive but neg-

ligible effect of ownership on unemployment duration. Flatau, Forbes, Wood

and Hendershott (2003) find with Australian data that mortgage holders exit

unemployment quickest, while outright owners are not significantly different

from private renters. Our analysis on household leverage yield similar results

along the arguments suggested by Flatu et al. only to differ in comparisons

between mortgage holders and renters. Munch, Svarer and Rosholm (2006)

(2004) use non-parametric full information maximum likelihood (FIML) meth-

ods (the approach we follow in this paper) to jointly estimate the probabil-

ity of homeownership and unemployment duration, allowing for unobserved

heterogeneity. They use Danish register data to find that homeowners leave

unemployment faster than renters.

Munch et al. decompose the job hazard into transitions to local and to

non-local jobs and conclude that owners are more likely to find a local, and less

likely to find a non-local job resulting in an overall positive effect of ownership

on the job-finding hazard. Several other studies using mostly European data

find, even after controlling for endogeneity of being a homeowner, that own-

ers exit unemployment at higher rates than renters.3 However the fact that

3van Vuuren and van Leuvensteijn (2007), van Leuvensteijn and Koning (2004), Battu,
Ma and Phimister (2008) reach this conclusion. Brunet and Lesueur (2003) seems to be the
only study in Europe that concludes the opposite.
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labor mobility in Europe is remarkably lower than in the US4 proposes that

housing might not be an important factor for labor market. As Munch et al.

conclude: ”It is possible that in countries where geographical mobility is a more

important element of the functioning of the labor market (such as in the US),

homeownership might have an overall detrimental effect on unemployment.”

The objective of the present paper is to test this proposition.

The present paper follows the methodology of Munch et al. – in our

opinion the most credible attempt to control for ownership endogeneity – but

stands out from the aforementioned papers in that we find a sizeable and ro-

bust positive effect of being a homeowner on unemployment duration. Being

a homeowner increases unemployment durations by 10% or, with the average

duration being 10 weeks, by one week. The result is robust in the sense that it

holds in both separate duration and FIML regressions and it holds for differ-

ent subsamples (e.g. different entries into unemployment). As an extension we

include the mortgage status of the homeowners and observe that outright own-

ers experience lower probability of job finding compared to mortgage holders

although both types have lower job finding hazard compared to renters. Exit

to nonparticipation does not produce stable results for homeowners overall,

however we find significant differences along the leverage margin: mortgage

holders are less likely to exit the labor force compared to renters and outright

owner have higher chance of nonparticipation.

4Rupert and Wasmer (2009) document average cross-regional mobility rates in Europe
of approximately 2 percent. This figure is around 5-6 percent for the US although with a
declining trend.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The following section

presents the theoretical motivation and discusses previous results obtained in

the literature. Section 3 provides an overview of the data. Section 4 specifies

the empirical model. Section 5 presents the estimation results. Section 6

describes the results with mortgage status, and Section 7 concludes the paper

and discusses future extensions.

3.2 Theoretical Motivation

The main mechanism behind the potential positive relationship be-

tween homeownership and unemployment duration is the impact of housing

tenure on geographical mobility. Moving is more costly for homeowners. This

reduces the residential mobility which in turn translates into lower job mobil-

ity for homeowners. This line of thought is supported both theoretically and

empirically.5

One implication of this line of argument is that owners are likely to ex-

perience longer durations of unemployment than otherwise comparable renters.

The existing literature typically distinguishes between the hazard rate into lo-

cal vs non-local jobs. A simple model of job search unambiguously suggests

that unemployed owners have higher reservation wages for non-local jobs re-

sulting from higher moving costs and therefore they have lower non-local job

hazard rates. To offset this, owners increase their effort in the local labor

5Rabe and Taylor (2010) ad Winkler (2011) are the most recent studies that point out
the effect of housing on residential and job mobility in the UK and USA.
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market which usually implies higher hazard rates for local jobs.6 Although

there are two opposing effects (i.e higher local job hazards and lower nonlocal

job hazards) under fairly general assumptions owners are less likely to find a

job overall (see van Vuuren and van Leuvensteijn (2007), Güler and Taşkın

(2011), Morescalchi (2011).) Since owners are less flexible in some part of the

labor market (outside offers), they cannot fully offset this inflexibility by fo-

cusing on the rest of the labor market (local offers). Overall, the magnitude of

the unemployment hazard difference between owners and renters depends on

local vs non-local job offer composition and the moving cost. In principle as

the share of non-local offers increases, the inflexibility of homeowners becomes

bigger which implies longer unemployment durations.

Some papers have looked at the quantitative implications of homeown-

ership in structural models calibrated to mobility costs and allowing for mul-

tiple locations. Head and Ellis (2008) find that the aggregate effect of owner-

ship on unemployment, under a plausible parametrization of the US economy,

is quantitatively small unless the unemployment rate is high. Karahan and

Rhee (2012) and Penov (2012) include liquidity constraints for homeowners

and quantify the effect of the housing market on the recent unemployment

spike. They both find a significant but small contribution of the housing bust

to high unemployment levels experienced during the great recession. We will

briefly address the issue of leverage from an individual point of view where we

6Dohmen (2005) and Munch, Rosholm and Svarer (2006), Coulson and Fisher (2008),
van Vuuren and van Leuvensteijn (2007), Guler and Taskin (2011), Morescalchi (2011).
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distinguish homeowners as outright owners vs mortgage holders.

3.3 Data

We use the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). We

report results from the 1996, 2001, 2004, and (incomplete) 2008 panels. The

SIPP follows around 40,000 households and close to 100,000 individuals over

three to four years (depending on the panel) and surveys them every four

months, creating 9 to 12 waves. It thus offers major advantages compared

to the annually collected PSID in terms of number of observations and possi-

ble recall errors on unemployment durations. On the other hand the SIPP’s

longitudinal design allows the tracking of individuals and thus – unlike the

CPS – provides complete unemployment durations for a majority of unem-

ployment spells and a rich set of pre-spell characteristics. The SIPP provides

information on employment status on a weekly basis. We restrict our anal-

ysis to males aged between 18 and 65. We do not consider women due to

probable complexities in their past and present labor supply and job search

decisions, such as fertility and intra-household labor supply decisions. We also

apply the following restrictions to obtain our final sample of unemployment

spells: 1) We drop observations residing in Alaska, Hawaii (since the house-

lock theory does not apply to these states), Maine, Vermont, South Dakota,

North Dakota and Wyoming since 1996 and 2001 panels do not differentiate

them as separate states, 2) we drop observations who were not in the initial

wave (since those individuals are not followed upon leaving the household),
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3) we drop observations who have gaps in the data (temporary drop-outs), 4)

we drop observations in the armed forces, 5) we drop observations in dorms,

trailers, motels, and other arrangements such as living quarters, 6) we drop

observations in public and/or subsidized housing, 7) we drop observations who

are in the data for less than 15 weeks, 8) we drop spells who enter unemploy-

ment from being in school, and 9) we drop spells which change their education

classification during a spell.

All these exclusions leave us with 16,953 individuals and 31,993 unem-

ployment spells of which 23,295 end in transitions to work, 5,657 in transitions

to non-participation, and 3,041 are right-censored (the panel ends before we

can observe the transition out of unemployment). On average we observe an

unemployment duration of 10.56 weeks. Table 3.1 describes the corresponding

spell statistics separately for those who are owners and who are renters at the

beginning of the spell. Here we see only slight differences between owners and

renters: a slightly bigger share of owners end up finding a job or exiting the

labor force, however the average unemployment duration of a homeowner is

0.65 weeks greater than that of renter’s. The similarity of the unemployment

experiences between the two groups is further illustrated in Figure 3.1 and Fig-

ure 3.2 which plot the Kaplan-Meier survival functions for owners and renters

with exits to employment and non participation. From the survival figures

we observe that exit rate of owners and renters are virtually inseparable, a

consistent fact regardless of the exit being a job or non-participation.
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Full Sample Owners Renters

Obs. Obs. Pct. Obs. Pct.
individuals 16,953
spells 31,993 18,729 100 13,264 100
censored spells 3,041 1,557 8 1,484 11
spells ending with job 23,295 13,791 74 9,504 72
spells ending with

nonparticipation 5,657 3,381 18 2,276 17
unemployment duration 10.56 10.87 10.12

Table 3.1: Summary statistics of spell characteristics, renters and owners

Figure 3.1: Kaplan-Meier Survival Functions: Exit to employment
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Figure 3.2: Kaplan-Meier Survival Functions: Exit to non-participation

Finally Table 3.2 reports descriptive statistics for a subset of the co-

variates we use in our analysis, separately for those who are owners and who

are renters at the beginning of the spell. Renters are more likely to be black or

hispanic, are somewhat less educated, younger, less likely to be married and

less likely to have kids. Living in metropolitan area is more common across

renters. Unsurprisingly owners and renter have drastic differences in terms

of income: renters had considerably lower paying jobs before unemployment

and have lower family income. At the month of unemployment the share that

receives property income is twice as much for the owners. Interestingly owners

are more likely to receive unemployment benefits. This income heterogeneity

will play an important role in the next section.
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Characteristics Renters Owners
Black (percent) 14.67 9.78
Hispanic (percent) 23.02 11.49
Married (percent) 39.57 54.90
Kids (percent) 47.90 63.75
Less than high school (percent) 26.73 14.49
High school (percent) 62.52 67.40
College (percent) 11.75 17.11
Age (mean) 34.69 40.21
Deflated monthly pre-spell earnings (mean) 1357 2000
Deflated family income (mean) 1920 3959
Property income (percent) 32.22 64.02
Unemployment benefits (percent) 14.74 20.91
Metro area (percent) 81.35 76.21

Table 3.2: Summary statistics of covariates at the beginning of spell, renters
and owners

3.4 Estimation

We have seen that the raw data does not display much difference in

unemployment experiences between owners and renters. However we also see

that the characteristics of homeowners and renters are quite different. We now

proceed to a full econometric analysis to isolate the effect of homeownership

from other observable and unobservable determinants of unemployment dura-

tions. We first separately estimate proportional hazard models for transitions

to employment and transitions to non-participation. The hazard for a given

spell and the log-likelihood function for the sample for these models are given
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by

θe(t|xt, zt) = λe(t) exp(β′ext + γzt) (3.4.1)

lnL =
∑
m

dem ln θe(t|xtm, ztm)−
∫ t

0

θe(s|xtm, ztm)ds (3.4.2)

Here e denotes the exit-state of interest (job j, non-participation n), m denotes

the spell, xt denote the vector of covariates, which we restrict to be time invari-

ant given the scale of estimation, dem is an indicator taking the value 1 if spell

m ends in exit to state e and 0 otherwise, z is a dummy for homeownership,

and λe(t) is the exit-specific baseline hazard. We specify the baseline hazard

as a piecewise-constant function. In particular, the baseline hazard is constant

for the intervals of 0 to 4 weeks (most exits falling into this interval), 5 to 10

weeks, 11 to 16 weeks, 17 to 18 weeks (this piece is included to account for the

seam bias in the SIPP - the observation that reported variables including em-

ployment status often change between the end of one and the beginning of the

subsequent wave), 19 to 26 weeks (unemployment benefits running out after

26 weeks), and longer than 26 weeks. The covariates in our analysis are dum-

mies for black, hispanic, married, three educational categories (less than high

school, high school, college), five age categories (18-24, 25-29, 30-39, 40-49,

50 and older), the log amount of last observed real earnings before unemploy-

ment, a dummy for positive earnings before unemployment, dummies for the

employment status of the partner (if applicable), a dummy for the presence

of children below the age of 18 in the family, a descriptive value for the total
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family income7, a dummy for receipt of unemployment benefits, the log of the

amount of unemployment benefits, indicators for positive property and trans-

fer income for the family, a dummy that indicates whether the households live

in a metropolitan area, and dummies for each SIPP panels.

We then proceed to the estimation of a full-information maximum like-

lihood model which introduces unobserved heterogeneity, accounts for the se-

lection into ownership status, and for the possibility of exiting unemployment

into employment or non-participation. We follow the specification and nota-

tion in Munch et al. (2006). Equation 1 is modified to include an unobserved

and exit-specific heterogeneity term ve

θe(t|xt, zt, ve) = λe(t) exp(β′ext + γzt + ve) (1’)

with e ∈ {j, n}. The probability of being a homeowner is specified as

a logit probability with unobserved heterogeneity vh

P (xh, vh) = P (z = 1|xh, vh) =
exp(βhxh + vh)

1 + exp(βhxh + vh)
(3.4.3)

where xh consists of covariates described for the unemployment hazards with

the addition of instrumental variable that we describe below. In principle a

joint model of unemployment duration and homeownership can be estimated

without exclusion restrictions in the ownership selection if multiple spells for a

subset of individuals exist and if they switch ownership status between spells

7We take the real family income and create deciles to be used in the estimation. For
computational purposes we treat the decile bins as a continuous variable.
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(see Honoré, 1993). Since our data only covers 3-4 years, the incidence of

ownership switching across spells is highly unlikely. We therefore include an

instrumental variable that will correct for the selection problem.

The dominant exclusion restriction used in the literature is the home-

ownership rate in the state of residence.8 The exogeneity of this variable with

respect to unemployment duration is questionable because there is at least

contemporaneous correlation between housing and labor market conditions.

Indeed, adding the state homeownership rate to the unemployment duration

regression yields a significant relationship.9 We propose an exclusion restric-

tion which is pre-determined to labor market conditions but a likely deter-

minant of housing supply and its short-term elasticity and it is determined

independent from the recent housing choices of the residents. For that we use

a state level land use regulation index proposed by Ganong and Shoag (2013)

which measures the fraction of cases that involve the word “land use” in the

state court records.10 It is strongly correlated with the widely used previous

surveys that are constructed to capture the relative stringency of residential

growth controls such as Wharton Land Use Regulation Index by Gyourko, Saez

and Summers (2007). Moreover as opposed to Wharton Index this variable

has a panel nature of which we see time variation within state at an annual

basis. For our pooled data we take the land use regulation value a year before

8Aaronson (2000), DiPasquale and Glaeser (1999), and van Leuvensteijn and Koning
(2004) are few examples.

9This is also confirmed by Coulson and Fisher (2009).
10We thank Peter Ganong for sharing their data with us.
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the inception year of each SIPP panel. The novel feature of land use regulation

is that it is an exogenous predictor of housing supply: The more regulated a

city is the harder it is to build new houses and most shifts in housing demand

will be reflected in prices rather than quantities. For that reason we argue

that being a homeowner is less probable in states with more regulation. We

will revisit the success of this variable in the results section.

In specifying the distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity compo-

nents vj, vn, vh we follow the non-parametric specification of Heckman and

Singer (1984).11 All three components are assumed to have a discrete dis-

tribution with two points of support, thus allowing for eight different types.

One point of support for each vj and vn needs to be normalized, and so does

the constant term in the homeownership equation (3.4.3). We normalize these

points to zero. Every type is associated with a probability which corresponds

to the share of the sample which is of this type. To find the (unconditional on

heterogeneity) probability of an individual-spell being a homeowner and being

unemployed for t weeks, the heterogeneity terms need to be integrated out,

thus giving the following contribution of a spell to the likelihood function:

L =

(∫ ∫ ∫
P (xh, vh)

z [1− P (xh, vh)]
1−z θj(t|xt, zt, vj)djθn(t|xt, zt, vn)dn

exp

[
−
∫ t

0

θj(s|xt, zt, vj)ds−
∫ t

0

θn(s|xt, zt, vn)ds

])
dG(vj, vn, vh)(3.4.4)

11This specification has been used in more recent papers in estimating duration models
with unobserved heterogeneity. See Munch et al. (2006), Munch et al. (2008), and van
Leuvensteijn and Koning (2004). See Heckman and Singer (1984) for a discussion of the
problems associated with parametric mixing distributions.
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While the flexibility of the Heckman-Singer model is attractive, it also

comes at a cost. The likelihood function is not globally concave, and in esti-

mating it we have frequently encountered near-flat surfaces of it. Estimation

thus needs to be carried out by global optimization routines which can take

long times to conclude without a guarantee of having found the global max-

imum. In order to reduce the computing time we don’t use the time varying

nature of our covariates. Since a big portion of the spells terminate within a

month we argue that this does not affect the main conclusion.12

3.5 Results

In this section we provide two sets of results: one from separate regres-

sions for the job-finding hazard, non-participation hazard, and the housing

choice, and the other from joint estimation of job-finding and non-participation

hazards together with selection into homeownership (FIML). For the separate

regressions, the competing risk is treated as censored and no heterogeneity

assumptions are made. For each estimation we pool four SIPP panels (1996,

2001, 2004, 2008) and report results for the overall sample.13 For expositional

simplicity we provide detailed results for the separate regressions then proceed

to the FIML estimation.

The first two columns in Table 3.4 report the coefficient and standard

12We conduct separate regressions that include time varying covariates and this yields
quite similar results for our main variable interest.

13We repeat the same exercise separately for each panels which qualitatively yield similar
results but with varying magnitude and significance.
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error estimates of the housing model. Generally, the estimation results are in

line with economic intuition: the probability of being a homeowner increases

with age, education and income level. White individuals are more likely to

be homeowners than black or hispanic individuals. The coefficient for being

married is not significant, however having a kid significantly increases the

likelihood of being a homeowner. As in raw data living in metropolitan area is

negatively associated with the probability of being a homeowner. There is no

significant difference between panels in terms of homeownership tenure. The

panels separately coincide with the 2 boom and recession periods. For that

reason it is not clear whether panel dummies pick the trend in homeownership

rate which increased until 2005 and reversed its trend afterwards or the overall

business cycle.

For the job finding hazard we find a significant negative effect of being

an owner meaning that it is harder for unemployed homeowners to find a job.

We find that although we do not observe a different unemployment hazard

pattern in nonparametric survival curves, once we control for the observed

factors that could potentially affect unemployment duration, we obtain quite

different results. For the single risk regression the coefficient on homeowner-

ship is -0.102 indicating that unemployed homeowner’s job finding hazard is

approximately 10 percent lower (exp(−0.102)− 1) than that of renters.14

14Using the approximation log(duration) w −log(hazard) an owner’s unemployment
duration is 10 percent higher. Given an average unemployment duration of ten weeks this
translates into an additional week of unemployment.
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What causes the ownership effect to turn from zero to negative? To

find the source of this result we run separate regressions on selected subgroups

and report the effect of ownership in Table 3.5. The results suggest that the

negative effect derives mainly from young, single and educated (especially col-

lege graduates) individuals with relatively low income. For the married people,

individuals older than 50, and high income households we don’t observe a sig-

nificant effect of housing tenure on unemployment duration. For households

with no property income we have slightly higher effect of ownership on un-

employment duration. We also try different pre-unemployment restrictions:

First we restrict the sample to persons who have entered unemployment from

employment, then to persons who entered from non-participation. The effect

of ownership is robust to these restrictions.

The job finding hazard rates in different panels exhibit negative du-

ration dependence in the sense that as the unemployment spell persists the

transition rate into employment decreases. Single, black, and low income15

individuals have lower rates of finding a job, age has a non-monotonic effect

on the hazard rate with the youngest and the oldest age groups having the

lowest job finding probability. Education also follows a non-monotonic pat-

tern, individuals who do not have a college diploma but finished high have

the highest job finding rate. For married households, the wife being employed

reduces the job hazard compared to her not being in the labor force or being

15For the individuals who have positive earnings before unemployment the income is
negatively correlated with job finding.
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unemployed, possibly due to the fact that the wife’s income provides sufficient

insurance to keep the reservation wage higher than in the absence of other

earned income. Interestingly having children decreases the job hazard. Living

in a metropolitan area also reduces the job finding. Finally for the 2001 and

2008 panels the job finding probability is significantly lower which picks up

the business cycle.

The non-participation hazard does not exhibit the same stability over

time as the job hazard. The piecewise component for the 4th month is strik-

ingly high compared to the other time intervals, most likely reflecting the seam

bias in the SIPP. There is no monotonic duration dependence, instead it fol-

lows a hump shaped behavior where the seam bias is turning point. The effect

of ownership on the non-participation hazard is virtually zero. Repeating this

regression with different subgroups or time periods yields mostly insignificant

or unstable results. However, as we will see in the next section, this relation-

ship appears to have significant features when we include mortgage status.

Apart from homeownership, we find that married and middle age individuals

have significantly lower hazards, having higher wages before unemployment

lowers the hazard. On the other hand having a higher family income in-

creases the likelihood of exiting the labor force. Over time we observe that

non-participation is significantly higher for 2004-2008 period and significantly

lower for 2008 onwards. This seems most likely to be a data description issue

which we still try to find out. The remaining controls are not significant.

We now turn to the FIML results of the joint model where we control
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for unobserved heterogeneity as well as selection into homeownership. Own-

ers could be positively or negatively selected into ownership with respect to

unobservable characteristics that influence unemployment durations. More

productive and skilled individuals might prefer or afford to be a homeowner

and at the same time have short potential unemployment durations. This

would bias the owner coefficient in a job hazard upward. Indeed, observable

characteristics – which are likely to be correlated with these attributes – con-

firm that more educated individuals with higher incomes are more likely to

be homeowners (see Table 3.2 and first two columns in Table 3.4). On the

other hand, individuals who value flexibility and wish to remain so to be able

to take on jobs elsewhere might prefer to rent. This flexibility might also im-

prove their job-finding skills. In this case the owner coefficient would be biased

downward. This latter effect is not just a theoretical possibility: In the 1996

SIPP 65 percent of individuals who reside in their state of birth are homeown-

ers, whereas only 51% of those who live in a state different from their state of

birth are homeowners. This shows that mobility tendencies could also play a

role for housing decisions of individuals. In the joint estimation we employ an

exclusion restriction that controls for both types of selection.

We argue that land use regulation at the local level is strictly exclusive

to the current housing decisions of individuals since it is not an equilibrium

object like local homeownership rate as implied by a typical housing model.

Although it might be correlated with the long run housing demand it is more

related to the local housing supply features such as land availability etc. (Saez
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(2010)). Hence local land use regulation instrument will allow us to circumvent

the endogeneity problems proposed above, on the other hand it is a strong

predictor of housing market. In fact the separate selection regression in Table

3.4 (first row) confirms that land use regulation is negatively correlated with

homeownership probability with a highly significant coefficient. Moreover, in

principle, we could exploit the time varying nature of land use regulation index

proposed by Ganong and Shoag (2013) to capture the state specific changes

in the housing market over the course of time. Unfortunately our instrument

does not produce consistent results net of fixed state factors. Although we

still use time varying nature of the land use regulation we don’t include state

fixed effects in our estimation.

Results for the joint estimation are reported in Table 3.6. The parame-

ters in the joint estimation have very similar effects compared to the separate

regressions. The negative effect of homeownership mildly drops down sug-

gesting that there is a slight negative correlation between unobservables in

the selection equation and the job finding hazard. Similarly the coefficient of

homeownership on nonparticipation hazard becomes negative (although still

insignificant) suggesting a positive correlation for the latter hazard with selec-

tion. We have strong reasons to believe that the results on main variables are

stable, but at this stage we are still analyzing the robustness of the unobserved

heterogeneity. The estimation of the likelihood given by equation (3.4.4) is

both computationally difficult and intense since the function is not globally

concave and the problem at hand is of high dimensionality.
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In the joint estimation we don’t include state fixed effects for two rea-

sons: First we do not have a time varying instrument that successfully captures

the selection nature of homeownership, second even in the existence of a time

varying instrument the estimation is practically infeasible because of the high

dimensionality. However we argue that this choice does not alter the results as

far as the coefficient of interest is concerned. In tables 3.7 and 3.8 (columns 1

and 2) we provide estimates of homeownership using the pooled SIPP panels

and we repeat separate job hazard and non-participation hazard regressions

with and without state fixed effects. The results suggest that adding state

fixed effect to the regression virtually leaves the owner coefficient unchanged

for both the job finding and the non-participation hazards, giving us reason

to believe that the homeowner-effect on unemployment duration is not related

to any state-wide effects.

3.6 The Effect of Mortgage Status

One argument left unanswered is whether the leverage status of the

homeowners plays a role in job finding and exiting the labor force probabilities

of the households. Although for homeowners there are certain costs associated

with moving to another area, leveraged households have also incentives to

find jobs and keep complying the mortgage payments as argued by Flatau

et al (2003). For that reason we pool mortgage status information for the
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Owners Mortgaged Owners Outright Owners

Obs. Obs. Pct. Obs. Pct.
spells 18,729 13,937 100 4,792 100
censored spells 1,557 1,150 8 407 8
spells ending with job 13,791 10,555 76 3,236 68
spells ending with

nonparticipation 3,381 2,232 16 1,149 24
unemployment duration 10.87 10.79 11.08

Table 3.3: Summary statistics of spell characteristics, mortgage holders and
outright owners

households separately reported in topical modules of the SIPP panels16 and

identify whether the household is an outright owner or holds a mortgage.

Table 3.3 describes the striking features of unemployment among homeowners

via mortgage status.

Around 75% of the households report that they hold at least one mort-

gage in the house that they live in. Out of unemployment spells that report

to hold mortgage 76% of them end up finding a job whereas this number is

only 68% for homeowners. We see the mirror image of these numbers for the

non-participation hazard by having an 8% censored spell share for each home-

owner type. On average unemployment duration of outright owners is slightly

greater than that of owners with mortgages.

We also repeat the separate regressions for job finding and exiting the

labor force hazard by including mortgage holder status as an additional co-

16More specifically individuals report their mortgage status at the 3rd,6th,9th and 12th
waves.
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variate. Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 columns 3 and 4 report the estimates of

ownership and mortgage status with and without fixed effects for both hazard

types. The regression results directly follow the summary statistics in the sense

that mortgage holding increases the likelihood of finding a job and reduces the

likelihood of exiting the labor force. Unlike Flatau et al (2003) we find that

even a mortgage holder experience a longer unemployment duration compared

to a renter in order to find a job. However for the non-participation hazard the

results are even more striking: We have mortgage holders less likely to exit

the labor force compared to renters and outright owners are more likely to

switch to nonparticipation compared to renters. The insignificant relationship

in the previous section is due to the fact that leverage status offsets the effect

of ownership on non-participation. In the future we plan to add home equity

level of the household so that we could test the robustness of the leverage and

unemployment duration relationship.

3.7 Conclusion

This paper investigates the effect of being a homeowner on the duration

of unemployment spells of unemployed individuals using micro data covering

15 years in the USA. The question is economically relevant due to the fact

that housing is heavily subsidized and makes people less mobile hence po-

tentially distorts individuals’ unemployment durations as well as the relative

attractiveness of exiting to employment compared to non-participation. After

examining 4 consecutive SIPP panels that cover the period 1996 to 2011 by
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FIML estimation accounting for unobserved heterogeneity and selection into

homeownership we conclude that ownership does reduce the job finding haz-

ard. This result is stable over different panels and controlling for possible

endogeneity does not change the qualitative conclusion. This result confirms

the so called Oswald hypothesis for the US which is in contrast to the opposite

conclusions obtained in the literature. However we would like to emphasize

that the effect is much smaller than the one found by Oswald.

We also include household mortgage status in order to capture the

leverage effects on unemployment duration and observe that mortgage holders

experience significantly higher job finding rates compared to an outright owner.

However on average we still have renters have the highest likelihood of finding a

job. We find a non-trivial effect of ownership on the non-participation hazard:

on average a mortgage holder exits the labor force less often compared to a

renter, however an outright owner is more likely to exit the labor force. Overall

the two effects offset each other.

In the future we plan to analyze the effect of ownership on job finding

and non-participation hazards over the business cycle. For this we would like to

pursue the question if owners are less able respond to local labor market shocks

given that they are less likely to respond by relocating. We will use expected vs

unexpected labor demand shocks specific to states and check whether owners’

unemployment durations are affected differently from durations of renters.

One other important extension for this paper is to specify the housing

market in more detail. We will include controls that describe the local housing
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market, e.g. liquidity of the housing market and rent to price ratios. We will

also exploit topical modules of the SIPP containing information on financial

assets and mortgages on the house. That will allow us to extend the analysis

at the intensive margin of household leverage. Within mortgage holders we

will test that whether housing equity explains the patterns in terms of their

unemployment durations and employment status transitions.
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Table 3.4: Estimation results: Separate Regressions, SIPP Panels
1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008

(Selection Equation) (Job Finding ) (Nonparticipation)
coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.

regulation -0.487 (0.0345)
owner -0.102 (0.0152) 0.011 (0.0305)
black -0.273 (0.0412) -0.257 (0.0229) 0.052 (0.0374)
hispanic -0.398 (0.0380) 0.043 (0.0196) -0.006 (0.0408)
married -0.005 (0.0341) 0.117 (0.0171) -0.183 (0.0361)
pre high school -0.353 (0.0504) 0.032 (0.0253) -0.008 (0.0506)
high school -0.059 (0.0410) 0.100 (0.0195) -0.023 (0.0410)
age 19-24 -1.188 (0.0486) 0.025 (0.0251) -0.007 (0.0461)
age 25-29 -1.481 (0.0497) 0.180 (0.0250) -0.176 (0.0523)
age 30-39 -1.205 (0.0420) 0.187 (0.0206) -0.195 (0.0429)
age 40-49 -0.607 (0.0420) 0.141 (0.0201) -0.218 (0.0414)
kids 0.708 (0.0303) -0.205 (0.0151) -0.037 (0.0317)
spouse unemp. -0.041 (0.0789) 0.116 (0.0387) -0.183 (0.0998)
spouse nolab. -0.046 (0.0446) 0.275 (0.0214) 0.083 (0.0516)
no UI 0.066 (0.2640) -1.294 (0.1150) 0.631 (0.3190)
UI amount 0.020 (0.0415) -0.241 (0.0180) 0.025 (0.0492)
no earnings 0.214 (0.1030) -1.363 (0.0515) 0.379 (0.1030)
earnings 0.0013 (0.0137) -0.092 (0.0062) -0.057 (0.0143)
family income 0.221 (0.0057) 0.059 (0.0028) 0.024 (0.0057)
property 0.738 (0.0283) 0.059 (0.0150) 0.008 (0.0306)
transfer -0.374 (0.0505) -0.274 (0.0288) 0.116 (0.0442)
metro -0.339 (0.0330) -0.072 (0.0162) 0.007 (0.0339)
panel 2001 0.054 (0.0396) -0.186 (0.0199) 0.080 (0.0411)
panel 2004 -0.047 (0.0371) -0.084 (0.0185) 0.268 (0.0378)
panel 2008 0.040 (0.0355) -0.281 (0.0177) -0.271 (0.0386)
d1 -0.219 (0.1260) -4.109 (0.3390)
d2 -1.078 (0.1260) -4.743 (0.3400)
d3 -1.238 (0.1270) -4.880 (0.3410)
d4 -0.502 (0.1290) -2.731 (0.3400)
d5 -1.377 (0.1290) -4.775 (0.3430)
d6 -1.654 (0.1280) -4.470 (0.3410)
constant -0.081 (0.2840)

Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 3.5: Estimation results: The effect of Ownership on Selected Subgroups

coef. std. err.
black -0.1026 (0.0461)
hispanic -0.1394 (0.0357)
white -0.0942 (0.0181)
married -0.0082 (0.0221)
nokids -0.1418 (0.0232)
single -0.1560 (0.0214)
pre high school -0.0704 (0.0334)
high school -0.1033 (0.01863)
college -0.1528 (0.0429)
age 18-24 -0.0834 (0.0369)
age 25-29 -0.1192 (0.0427)
age 30-39 -0.1446 (0.0295)
age 40-49 -0.0871 (0.0313)
age 50-65 0.0074 0.0368
high income 0.0038 (0.0323)
low income -0.1317 (0.0275)
no property inc. -0.1222 (0.0208)
from employment -0.0785 (0.0163)
from nonparticipation -0.0908 (0.0420)
High (low) income represents spells with top (bottom) 30% of family income.
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Table 3.6: Estimation results: Joint Estimation, SIPP Panels 1996,
2001, 2004 and 2008

(Selection Equation) (Job Finding ) (Nonparticipation)
coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err.

regulation -0.565 (0.0492)
owner -0.069 (0.0221) -0.094 (0.0548)
black -0.336 (0.0536) -0.265 (0.0242) 0.049 (0.0382)
hispanic -0.491 (0.0645) 0.055 (0.0209) -0.018 (0.0412)
married 0.019 (0.0406) 0.113 (0.0182) -0.182 (0.0363)
pre high school -0.419 (0.0642) 0.037 (0.0260) -0.016 (0.0509)
high school -0.070 (0.0457) 0.108 (0.0201) -0.025 (0.0411)
age 19-24 -1.314 (0.0669) 0.004 (0.0274) -0.021 (0.0460)
age 25-29 -1.702 (0.0930) 0.183 (0.0269) -0.201 (0.0532)
age 30-39 -1.365 (0.0744) 0.191 (0.0224) -0.217 (0.0430)
age 40-49 -0.677 (0.0547) 0.146 (0.0220) -0.230 (0.0414)
kids 0.820 (0.0484) -0.232 (0.0164) -0.019 (0.0329)
spouse unemp. -0.019 (0.0894) 0.115 (0.0387) -0.185 (0.0961)
spouse nolab. -0.052 (0.0517) 0.294 (0.0226) 0.080 (0.0511)
no UI 0.007 (0.3030) -1.502 (0.1699) 0.669 (0.3211)
UI amount 0.012 (0.0477) -0.276 (0.0265) 0.031 (0.0497)
no earnings 0.192 (0.1201) -1.496 (0.0629) 0.407 (0.1083)
earnings -0.006 (0.0161) -0.106 (0.0076) -0.055 (0.0145)
family income 0.257 (0.0141) 0.064 (0.0033) 0.027 (0.0061)
property 0.851 (0.0533) 0.056 (0.0159) 0.023 (0.0313)
transfer -0.453 (0.0689) -0.288 (0.0301) 0.109 (0.0443)
metro -0.392 (0.0425) -0.067 (0.0166) -0.001 (0.0341)
panel 2001 0.078 (0.0485) -0.186 (0.0201) 0.083 (0.0417)
panel 2004 -0.040 (0.0443) -0.088 (0.0181) 0.271 (0.0376)
panel 2008 0.065 (0.0438) -0.272 (0.0189) -0.271 (0.0387)
cons. (h0, j0, n0) -0.399 (0.3626) 0.089 (0.1880) -4.171 (0.3511)
heter. (h1, j1, n1) 3.425 (0.6533) -2.341 (0.2953) 0.458 (0.1718)
P (h0, j0, n0) 0.8383
P (h0, j1, n0) 0.0166
P (h0, j0, n1) 0.0001
P (h0, j1, n1) 0.0019
P (h1, j0, n0) 0.0453
P (h1, j1, n0) 0.0001
P (h1, j0, n1) 0.0834
P (h1, j1, n1) 0.0142
Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 3.7: Estimation results: The effect of Ownership on Job Hazard

(1) (2) (3) (4)
owner -.102 -.108 -.165 -.186

(.015) (.015) (.022) (.022)
mortgage .092 .104

(.021) (.021)
state fixed effects no yes no yes

Table 3.8: Estimation results: The effect of Ownership on Exit Hazard

(1) (2) (3) (4)
owner .011 .017 .186 .199

(.052) (.058) (.039) (.040)
mortgage -.264 -.269

(.037) (.038)
state fixed effects no yes no yes
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Appendix A

Chapter 1 Appendix

A.1 Description of Variables

We use the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) panels

beginning in 1996, 2001, 2004, and 2008 as main source of analysis. The 1996

and 2004 panels have 12 waves each including 4 consecutive months. The

2001 and 2008 panel includes 9 waves. We merge the core panels with a

topical module from the second wave that includes retrospective information

about marriage and migration histories. We use only the sample restrictions

for males. The covariates used in the estimation are taken from the SIPP

unless noted otherwise.

• dual index : Income similarity index (i.e. whether the ”low” earner

of the family raises income more than 60 percent of the ”high” earner).

Constructed using the earned wages.

• race: 3 race categories black, hispanic and white.

• same race: Same race indicator.

• same white: White couple indicator.
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• age: five age categories (18-24, 25-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50 and older).

• same age: Indicator of similar age, 1 if partners’ age difference is smaller

than 6.

• education: 4 education categories, basic schooling, high school, some

college and college and above.

• same educ.: Indicator of both spouse’s having the same level of educa-

tion.

• power: Indicator of both spouse’s having college education.

• metro: Indicator of living in a metropolitan area.

• no. of kids: Number of kids younger than 18 in the household.

• family size: Number of people in the family.

• enroll (enroll sp): Indicator of school enrollment for the person (spouse).

• yrs. in state: years stayed in the current state as of the age of 18.

• labor (labor sp,labor jnt): Labor force participation indicator for the

person (spouse,interaction)

• employed (employed sp,employed jnt): Employment indicator for

the person (spouse,interaction)
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• log family wage Log of the 4 month moving average of the earned

income for the family (i.e. husband and wife).1

• no family wage: Indicator of zero earned income for the family.

• no wage (no wage sp): Indicator of zero earned income for the person

(spouse).

• transfer (transfer sp): Transfer payment indicator for the person

(spouse)

• self (self sp): Self employment indicator for the person (spouse)

• self share (self share sp): The share of self employment income out

of person’s (spouse) income

• industry controls: We create six industry classifications: 1) Natural

resources and mining, 2) Construction, 3) Manufacturing, 4) Transport,

Retail, 5) Finance, 6) Other services.

• occupation controls: We create 5 occupation classifications: 1) Man-

agerial, 2)Service, 3)Sales, 4)Construction, 5)Production.

• same industry: Indicator of spouses working in the same industry

• same occupation: Indicator of spouses working in the same occupation

1The SIPP documents income from up to 2 different jobs and 2 different businesses. We
construct log family wage in the following way: 1) add these 4 types of earned income for
each spouse, 2) create 4 month rolling average for the family (as a sum of each spouse), 3)
deflate the nominal family wage by the CPI, 4) take the log of real family income.
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• property: Indicator of positive property income for a family

• married: Indicator of currently being married.

• marital change: Indicator of marital change over the course of panel.

• exmar: Number of ex-marriages.

• yrs. in mar.: Years into marriage.

• person gap: Indicator of temporary drop out from the panel.

• multiple: Indicator of multiple moves.

• state return: Indicator of returning the current state after a move.

• ever enroll (enroll sp): Indicator of school enrollment over the course

of panel for the person (spouse).

• homie: Indicator of living in the state of birth.

• state controls: Dummies for the current state of residence, previous

state, and the state of birth.

• unemp. rate: Monthly unemployment rate in the state of residence,

source: BLS.

• home rate: Annual homeownership rate in the state of residence, source:

Census.
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• log population: Log of annual population in the state of residence,

source: Census.

• log income: Log of annual percapita income in the state of residence,

source: BEA.

• log price: Log of annual home price in the state of residence, source:

FHFA.
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Appendix B

Chapter 2 Appendix

B.1 Data Description

The Complete list of variables used in the regression (2.2.1) in Chapter

2:

• husband’s contribution of income to the total family income up to 4th

order polynomial, log of the average family income for the first 4 months,

indicator for no income families

• age, education indicators for both spouses, power couple indicator, race

indicator, number of kids in the family, whether the family lives in a

metropolitan area, indicator for housing tenure

• indicators for labor force participation, employment, self employment,

joint labor supply and employment indicators, whether the individual or

the wife receives transfer payments, the share of earned income coming

from self employment, 6 major industry dummies, couples working in

the same industry indicator. The variables listed here are controlled for

both spouses except the interaction terms.
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• panel controls, number of years stayed in state, number of previous mar-

riages, number of years into the current marriage, controls for the current

state, previous state and the state of birth

B.2 Computational Algorithm

• Guess the observed distribution of singles (one for female, Gs
f and one

for male, Gs
m). A natural starting guess is the wage offer distributions:

Ff and Fm.

• Guess value functions: V s
i and V m

i (Again a natural guess is the value

functions when individuals are independent. Can derive the value func-

tion analytically in this case)

• Solve for the policy functions and decision rules

• Update the value function until convergence for the value functions is

achieved

• Simulate the economy for a sufficiently large number of individuals over a

sufficiently longer period of time. Check whether steady state is achieved.

• Calculate the observed wage distribution of singles, and check for con-

vergence. If convergence is not achieved update the guess.
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